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FORECAST
Cloudy with occasional clear 
periods today and Saturday. A 
few showers Saturday evening. A 
little cooler. Light winds increas- 
Inr to southerly 20 in the Okan­
agan valley Saturday afternoon.
The Daily HIGH AND LOWLow tonight and high Satur­day at Kelowna 48 and 70. Temp­eratures recorded Thursday 40 
and TO.
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Firemen Ask Courts 
To H alt Proposed CP, 
Layoffs Until M ay  31
ANCIENT WAR RELIC GETS SPRUCE-UP
if
This ancient war relic is be­
ing spruced up along with the 
rest of the city commemorat­
ing B.C.’s Centennial Year.
Captured from the Germans in 
\torld War 1, the field gun, 
whch is equivalent to the Can­
adian 18-pounder, sits near the
entrance to the City Park. 
Dozens of similar guns were 
distributed all across Canada 
at the end of World War 1.
Needless to say, youngsters 
make good use of the ancient 
gun when playing war games 
(Courier staff photo — prints 
available)




WASHINGTON (AP) — Joseph 
E. Davies, former United States 
ambassador to Russia, died at 
his home early today at the .age 
of 81.
Davies, who served under three 
presidents, was ambassador to 
- the Soviet-Unlon just prior to th^.
outbreak of war in 1939'. cial assignments under presi-
Out of his experiences there he 
wrote a book. Mission to Mos­
cow, a best-seller credited with 
gaining American sympathy for 
Russian forces following Hitler’s 
attack in 1941.  ̂ . ^
He alSQJield. -itinimibeE.oL-spe- Jwith:4he-Jilussian leader
STARTED WITH WILSON
Penticton Meet Rejects 
Probation Men's
dents Roosevelt and Truman.
Although an avowed capitalist, 
Davies got along well with Stalin 
during his service as ambassai 
dor, and was the first foreign en­




ald says provincial probation of­
ficers were urged in private dis­
cussions here to consider strike 
action for higher wages, but re­
jected the idea for now.
The Herald said it learned dur­
ing a two-day conference of the 
provincial probation branch here 
that "there is considerable dis­
satisfaction over salary among 
the 25 probation officers through­
out the province."
Salary scales of B.C. probation 
officers, under the attdrney-gen- 
cral’s department, are lower than 
for those employed by Vancouver 
and the federal government, the
newspaper said;
It said it learned the strike 
threat was considered after the 
provincial governipent ignored a 
brief asking for a 15-per-cent in­
crease and no action was taken 
on a request 18 months ago for 
a revision of salary.
Most of those attending the 
meeting Thursday, the paper 
said, "decided that strike action 
would be inappropriate at this 
time.”
"It was agreed instead-'to^ask 
the B.C. Government Employees 
Association to present the case 




Davies first became active 
U.S. politics as a campaign man­
ager for Woodrow Wilson in the 
1912 election. He served under 
Wilson as chairman of jh e  Fed­
eral Trade Commission, and in 
1919 was an economic adviser to 
Wilson at the Versailles' peace 
conference.
Between public assignments he 
practised law with a Washington 
firm.
As a special envoy of Roose­
velt, he made" preliminary ar­
rangements for toe 1943 Tehran 
conference.
During the war Davies also 
served as a special assistant to 
State Secretary Cordell Hull.
After Roosevelt’s death Davies 
wqs sent by President Truman 
to confer with Churchill. about 
plans for the post-war Potsdam 
conference in Germany, and he 
served as a member of the U.S. 
delegation to that meeting.
In 194? he was awarded the Or­
der of Merit, highest civilian 
award bestowed by the U.S. gov: 
ernment.
. ,^Sunnj: O kana^n J s  .Uvingjup_ 
{6 its name again this year—at 
£ season when it is most ap­
propriate: Apple Blossom Time 
Temperatures reached a high 
of 80 at Penticton Thursday 
and 76 in Kelowna the past two 
days, giving bees every oppor­
tunity to carry oUt Mother 
Nature’s pollinization plan.
Sunshine has been welcomed 
by hundreds of tourists who 
caine principaUy to see orch­
ards in bloom, Kelowna maxi­
mum temperatures have been 
70 or more every day since 
April 30, with exception of May 
3 (65) and May 4 (68).
FOREST CONSERVATION WEEK 
PROCLAIMED FOR M AY 17-24
VICTORIA (CP) —  Forest Conservation Week, 
May 17-24, was prcKlaimed by cabinet order-in-council 
Thursday. The order noted that about half of the annual 
income of B.C. residents depends on the forest and allied 
industries, and that mare than 60 per cent of forest fires 
are caused by man.
Ontario Pipeline 
Attacic Pressed
TORONTO (CP) — Ontario 
CCF Leader Donald MacDonald 
today pressed his attack in the 
gas pipeline issue with criticism 
of statements by Attorney-Gen­
eral Kelso Roberts and Philip T. 
Kelly, former mines minister.
Mr. MacDonald gave reporters 
a statement saying the attorney- 
general "revealed just how feeble 
is the government’s approach” in 
a speech Thursday night in Wind­
sor.
In his speech Mr. Roberts de­
fended William Griesinger, who 
resigned as public works Ininister 
Saturday over his ownership of 
shares in Northern Ontario Nat­
ural Gas Company Limited, and 
called upon executives of the 
firm Jo "come forward with the 
f^cts
IS HE TftE MAN?”
Mr. MacDonald said the firm’s 
president, Ralph Farris of Van­
couver, "stated publicly just last 
Monday that he never ^knew 
Philip T. Kelly had an interest in 
toe company—despite the fact 
th a t 'Mr." Kelly heM'^stdclc‘’£roM 
1954, the year of the company’s 
incorporation, despite the - fdet 
that Mr, Kelly himself says that 
he first interested his nephew in 
the great possibilities of gas in 
Northern Ontario, despite the fact
that Mr. Farris’ own assistant 
one, Mr. Bovey, , yesterday de-stock—-late in 1956—"and I 
scribed the nephew as the initial cordingly resigned.”
investor in the company, whose 
promotion brought the other oil 
and gas men into it.”
Mr. MacDonald asked:
"In view of Mr. Farris’ appall­
ing ignorance of what was going 
on in his own company, does the 
attorney-general really believe he 
is the man to come forward with 
the facts?”
Criticizing Mr. Kelly. Mr. Mac­
Donald said a statement issued 
by the former ininister in Kapu- 
skasing Thursday^ night leaves 
toe impression that Mr. Kelly 
resigned his cabinet post “ at the 
moment it became apparent” 
there was going to be public 
financing of Trans-Canada Pipe­
lines Limited.
This is simply not true,”  Mr. 
MacDonald said. "It was close to 
a year afterwards.”
Mr. Kelly first offered his res­
ignation in D e c e m b e r ,  1956, 
whereas the bill authorizing a 
$35,000,000 contribution from On­
tario had been passed in the 
legislature March 6, 1956. The 
resignaSbn actually Khd^Ubt-be- 
come effective untU July, 1957.
In his statement Thursday 
night, Mr. Kelly said his duties 
as mines minister clashed with 
his private interests at the time 
Premier Leslie Frost ordered his 
cabinet ministers not to _ hold
ac-
$4,557,000
OTTAWA (CP) — The Canada 
C o u n c i l  Thursday announced 
capital grants totalling $4,557,000 
to 14 universities and colleges 
and 101 scholarships and fellow­
ships worth $142,000.
•Grants to unlvcr.sltics arc made 
from the council’s $.50,000,000 uni­
versity capital grants fund to as­
sist institutions of higher learning 
build arts, humnnltles and social 
science buildings.
SI, John’s Cplloge, Winnipeg, 
was granted $41,800 for a general 
building.
Tbp University of British Col­
umbia received tw o  grants— 
$750i000 for an annex to the lib­
rary and $185,000 for a men’s 
residence.
The Banff School of Fine. Arts,
an arm of toe University of Al­
berta, was granted $250,(WO for a 
new building.
The scholarships and fellow­
ships Include 76 pre - master’s 
scholarships, two pre - doctoral 
fellowships, three junior arts fel­
lowships, one short - term grant 
and 19 special scholarships and 
fellowships.
• Pre - doctoral and junior arts 
grants average about $2,000 and 
an nverngo pre-master's scholar­
ship Is n ^ u t  $1,200.
No specific sums are allocated 
for special scholnr.shlps and fel­
lowships which range from help 
to an anthropologist to do re­
search on the eastern Arctic’s 
population, to , an architect pro 




PARIS (Reuters)*— Catholic 
leader Pierre P f 11 m 11 n today 
sounded out possibilities of form 
lag a new French government 
and ending toe country’s 23-day 
cabinet crisis.
Pflimlin, 51-year-old head of the 
centrist party Mouvement Rc- 
publicain Populaire, promised on 
Thursday night to lot President 
Rene Coty know today whether 
or not he will try to assemble a 
cabinet.
Ford Claims 
Pay Hike Will 
Up Car Costs
DETROIT (AP) — Henry Ford 
II says the current demands of 
the United* Auto Workers Union 
on the industry would raise new- 
car costs more than $3()0.
The president of the' Ford Mo­
tor Company, In a letter to Sen­
ator Estes K e f a u V e r  (Deni. 
Tenn.),. says the union demands 
on too auto industry "amount to 
more than 70 cents an hour, ex 
elusive of profit-sharing."
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
SASKATOON . . . . . . . . . . .  82
NORTH RAY. Ont. . . . . . .  27
O il Investments 
Pattillo Tells Borden Probe
OTTAWA (CP) — Federal ex­
penditure of about $52,075,000 is 
involved in contract awards or 
tender calls issued in the last 
few weeks, the works department 
announced today.
The federal expenditures In­
clude the letting of 38 contracts 
from British Colunibia to New­
foundland. There are about 143 
projects for which tender calls 
have been Issued, representing 
estimated expenditure of $41,- 
000,000.
Construction
British Columbia and N.W.T.
Comox, new federal building, 
A. V. Richardson Ltd,, Duncan, 
$36,846; Sidney, addition and al 
terations to federal building, E. J. 
Hunter and Sons, Victoria, $56,' 
489; Vancouver, .supply and in­
stallation of mail handling equip
Crump Says Trains 
W ill Keep Rolling
MONTREAL (CP) —  CPR President N. R. Crump re­
peated today that he plans to keep the railway operating even i£ 
the firemen go on strike Sunday as threatened.
He made the statement in testimony at a Superior Court 
hearing on a union application for an injuction barring the CPR 
from starting its proposed layoff of diesel firemen until May 31.
Associate Chief Justice W. B. Scott, hearing the application, 
indicated he would give an early decision. j
Subpoenaed by toe union as a 
witness, Mr. Crump testified that 
if the firemen go on strike the 
railway will put into operation a 
plan for continued operations.
"I intend that it (the railway) 
will continue operations,” said 
Mr. Crump.
Mr. Justice Scott asked If the 
railway had made provision for 
continuing operations. Mr. Crump 
replied in the affirmative.
Union counsel asked if opera­
tions would be affected if toe 
CPR did not remove firemen 
from freight and yard diesels.
Mr. Crump said that in that 
event the freight shippers of 
Canada "would be denied the 
savings we plan to implement 
May 11.”
D. T. McNeill, CPR vice-presi­
dent of personnel, testified the 
CPR employs 2,490 firemen and 
only 73 of them would be laid 
off. Others would continue as fire­
men or would be given alternate 
employment by the railway.
WOULD POSTPONE STRIKE
Guy Merrill-Desaulniers acted 
as counsel for the brotherhood.
L. C. Prevost and John Ahern 
appeared as counsel for the CPR.
The application for an injunc­
tion, announced Thursday night 
after a day of government-union- 
company conferences in.-Ottawa, 
asked that:
"The CPR be restrained from 
implementing on May 11, 1958, 
the new rules contained in no­
tices dated March 31, 1958, until 
May 31, 1958, termination date of 
the current collective agreement 
as amended by the memoranda 
of Jan. 18, 1957, and uhtil and 
unless all proceedings mentioned 
in . the Industrial Relations and 
Disputes Investigation Act have 
been followed and fulfilled.”
It asked that in due course the 
injunction be made permanent.
W. E. Gamble, Canadian vice- 
president of the brotherhood, said 
here Thursday night that if the 
injunction were o b t a i n e d ,  toe 
strike would be postponed until
NORRIS CRUMP
B.C. Gov't
ment in ,post office tunnel. Math- the injunction’s effective date
ews Conveyor Co. Ltd., Port Hope 
Ont., $451,482; Yoho National 
Park, Trans - Canada Highway, 
bituminous stabilized base course 
from mile 12 to mile 28.4, Thode 
Construction Co. Ltd., Sa.skatoon, 
Sask., $515,750; Mills Lake Road, 
N.W.'r., Mackenzie Highway ex­
tension, construction of Kakisa 
River bridge at mile 56, Poole 
Construction Co, Ltd., Edmonton, 
$279,521; Fort Providence, N.W.T. 
Mackenzie Highway extension, 
grading and culverts from Kort 
Providence to Rae, B. G. Linton 
and T. J. Rimmer, Hay River, 
N.W.T., $397,591.
Dredging
Vancouver, False Creek, Van­
couver Pile Driving and Con­
tracting Co. Ltd., North Vancou­
ver, $58,600,
SOUTH WESTMINSTER (CP) 
Rae Eddie, CCF member of th« 
legislature for New Westminster, 
charged 'Thursday night the pro­
vincial government designed to« 
new Public Schools Act to de­
ceive municipalities into thinking 
they were getting increased as­
sistance when the opposite wal 
the case.
In a speech to women’s CCP 
association here, Mr. Eddie said 
not one protest was made ..by a  
school board or municipal coun­
cil while the legislature was In 
session.
He contrasted this with the 
flood of protests when it was 
found the province was paying n
Mr. Merrill - Desaulniers told smaller proportion of ipunicipal 
See FIREMEN Page 10 ities’ school costs.
Canadian Newspaper's Famed 
Crop Report To Be
WINNIPEG (CP) — The Free 
Press crop report, brainchild of 
toe late E. Cora Hind, considered 
one of toe world's most success- 
fid crop estimator.s, Is being 
shelved.
In a brief announcement In Its 
final edition Thursday, the news­
paper said it will not publish de­
tailed crop reports this year.1710
reports have been tised as n 
guide to Canada's crop pro.spectS 
by grain men in many countrieil 
since 1904,
In toe early years, toe reports 
were the only detailed forecasts 
of yields and conditions. Now 
there are several—by the Domin­
ion Bureau of Stati.stics, provin­
cial departments of agricultura 
and grain companies.
MOUNTIES PURSUE INTERNATIONAL RING
CALGARY (CP) -  The chief 
\ counsel for the Voyal commission 
on cnerRy rosouvce.s said H u p -  
day de.slre by major o|l compan-
» leV lo capitalize on past Invc.st- meiU may bo a factor* In their 
'l l  stiff op|K>.sitlon to a proposed 
crude pH pipeline from Edmontoi^ 
to Montreal.
Arthur Pattillo of Toronto, dur­
ing cross-examination of Brltlsh- 
Amerlcnu OH Co. Ud;. suRgesUHl 
i tout "econmlc iKwltloq,” rather 
than price or the lawa of supply 
und demnnd wore iK'hlnd crltl 
Cism of the pl|)cUno plan.
He observed that oil lm|)ortcd 
Into l^lontroti. refineries from 
Venezuela and, the Middle East 
was cheaper than the cost of 
(pin* Western Canada crud?
dlan crude already serves the 
Toronto area, Joined by the Intcr- 
prdvlnclal pipeline to Edmonton.
SWITCH TO ONTARIO
If hard economic laws pre­
vailed,\ Mr. Pattillo asked B-A 
officials, why weren’t Moptrcnl 
refineries expanded Instead of 
new plants built In Ontbrlo? 
Wouldn’t it,be more profitable to 
continue using cheaper im;)ortiKt 
crudes rather than Hwltcliing to 
expensive Canadian oil?
D. L. CamptwH of Toronto, 
senior , vice-president, said D-A 
was developing its refinery hi 
Clarkson. Ont., near Toronto, be­
cause of heavy supplies of crude 
nmnng Western C a n a d a  pnv 
ducers. Besides dicing a refiner,pi g wcMc  vo umi viiiiiv (  
ii^ni MberUi «ast Bom« Cana-B-A is ■ leading, producer In lha
Prairie Provinces and British 
Columbia.
"Tlicn it’s not price but cco. 
nomic iwsHlon tliat governs your 
altltiulo.” Mr. Pattillo said. The 
company witness agreed.
Mr. Pattllio suggc.stctl anothci' 
reason for B-A's opposition to the 
Montreal lino from Edmonton 
was its 18-|>er-ctnt interest in a 
pipeline running into Montreal 
from Portland, Me., d o c k i n g  
IMilnl for tankers bringing crude 
from Veneziiela.
Mr.j CampbcH said if it is the 
wish of the fcilcral government 
to restrict Imixirts at Montreal, 
B-A Is ready to Invoke a clause 
in its supply contracts that will 
allow the u.sc of Alberta crude.
' Another vtcc-prcBldent, E, D
Sea riPEU N E-ragh 10
■MONTREAL (CP) -  A seven- 
man raiding force burst 
shed in the north end 
real Thursday and found a brown 
suitcase holding $350,000 in bonds 
stolen from toe CuisM Nntionnlo 
d’EconomIc in a $1,789,000 safcl 
cracking last Jan. 27.
The find, by the RCMP and 
city detectives, b r o u g h t  tho 
amount recovered to $792,.500 and 
was the blg|(o.st single haul by po­
lice so far in a case that has 
been compared with, Init not dl- 
reefly linked with, the thdft of 
$3,350,000 in securities fripm tho 
vault of the BrockvHlo (Ont.) 
Trust and Savings Company last 
weekend.
If n link is established, tho 
BrockvHlo case would become 
port of an international spider­
web of crlipo with strands span­
ning Iho Atlantic and reaching 
into the nebulous world of drug 
peddlers.
Tho first break in the theft 
from the C n i 0 s c NatiOnnIe 
d'Economle, a, inutiial insurance 
company, came as a, result of a 
telephone Up wliicli directed |H>- 
Hco to securltlc.s worth $315,000 |n 
a locker in CPU’s Windsor Sta­
tion.
A Montreal detextivo went to 
Europe after Intcrpol-ttho inter­
national iKiIlcc agency—rciMirted 
‘some of tho bonds liad turned up 
there. This resulted in recovery 




niGGFAT liank robbery In i 
iilstory was accornplislied by 
the making of this hplu in n |
Other recoveries included $M,- 
000 In Miami, $9,500 In Quebec 
City, $.5,000 in New York and 
$2,0()0 in Montreal.
Anotheir 172,000 worth of bonds 
was found in an exclusive apart­
ment building in Montreal. With 
U pollco Hound threo klloa ol
wall back of safety dcponll i 
vaults in tlio Trust and Havings 
Co. of BrocItvlUe, Out, ' j
heroin, worth about $l,600,0d0 on 
tho underworld morket.
Thin brought, too RCMP Into 
too, coho, Pour men hovo been 
arrc.Htcd in the case so far and 
are before the courts.
Detectives said further major
development! ^ u ld  Jbo expected.
MORE THAN n (on of safe- i 
clucking ednipment won left 
‘ beliliul by tlie rolibcrH otter |
QUESTION SUSPIXTB 
. Meonwhile. too Invcstigollon 
Into the Brockville enno continued 
with tho roundup, of sofocrackem 
and questionings of mispecls but 
no major dcvelopincnts slnco 
r Monday, when Rene Martin, 23, 
. dl Montreal* wax arrested after
they had siiccessfiilly tunnelled 
tnrough n wall and into tlta . 
trust company vnuHa.
n car chnso ne a result of dueg 
found ,at tob'jjFthino,
Polleo a key fotind In 
Martio'fl .led, them to .Bndi
$1,100,000 •. 4500,000 in bcarw
Lipnda and 1(100,000 in registered 
txindn—in a locker In CNR’e 
Central Station. ..
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The schedule of tolls to be imposed on 
the new bridge as announced by Premier 
Bennett last week would appear to be rea­
sonable and fair. Roughly they arc generally 
comparable to the present ferry tolls, al­
though the regular commuter does receive an 
additional “break.”
There will be no charge for passengers and 
pedestrians also will not be charged. This in 
itself is a reduction because most cars cross­
ing will.be carrying at least one passenger.
The variety of commutation tickets would 
will be a weekly pass system which will cost 
seem wide enough to meet any need. There 
$1,50 for 15 trips within the week and an 
additional 10 cents should more than 15 
trips be made. There is also a ticket good 
for 20 trips within the calendar year for 
$5.00, or 25 cents a crossing. The transient 
charge for cars will be 50 cents per trip.
The premier also stated that on Saturday,
July 19lh, opening day, and the following 
Sunday, no tolls will be charged so it may 
be expected the traffic on those days will be 
tomething approaching “considerable.”
It is interesting to note that in this prov­
ince there is an attempt made to give local 
residents using bridges and ferries some con­
sideration in the matter of a reduced toll 
I'his is not the case generally. To the south 
of us, there arc many toll bridges and ferries 
where there is just one charge and no matter 
where you live or how many times you cross, 
you pay the same toll each time. One in­
stance of this is the bridge across the Colum­
bia at The Dalles.
It is interesting to note, too. that the 
revenues on the Aggassiz-Rosedale bridge 
across the Fraser have been so bouyant that 
the toll authority has put a reduced toll into 
effect. A fact which suggests that the Oka­
nagan Lake bridge may have a similar ex­
perience.
BoatO w ners Should Take Heed
The boating season in the Okanagan is 
already underway and motorboats are dron­
ing across the lake and water-skiers are ten­
tatively stretching their legs. Already there 
has been one injury and so it would seem 
an appropriate time to suggest that every 
boating enthusiast—and every police officer 
—should read the Small Vessel regulations, 
approved by the Governor-General on M_̂ rch 
18, under the Canada Shipping Act.
The regulations were contained in thirty- 
two pages of the Canada Gazette, Part II, 
dated March 26th, 1958. They make it 
cl^ar that any peace officer, whether he is 
a membei* of the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police ,the provincial police, or a municipal 
officer, can—and should—enforce their pro­
visions. Hitherto, there has been some doubts 
as to whether municipal or even provincial 
pojicemen had the powers to enforce saifety 





% •G row ers  Prayer 
. . .A t Blossom Time
Oh! Blossoms Fair, that scent the air 
You thrill us with delight.
• Yet, as we irrigate and spray.
We lift our hearts, and humbly pray 
Fbr 0 market right.
Whose heart so still, it does'not fill,
With real and deep emoUon,
The toil of man, the hand of God,
And everywhere . . . devotion.
So. let us pray, that come it may,
A heavy healthy crop;
That Growers* toils will reap the spoils 
Of a market at the top.
Let not the price so much entice.
Our sense of noble duty,
That we may miss, in seeking this.
The Wealth of all the Beauty.
Oh!! Blossoms Fair, that scent the air,
You thrill us with delight,
Oh. make us feel, so true nnd real.
That everything looks bright.
PERSONALLY SPEAKING
By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCH POLE
have now been completely removed.
We would draw section 74 of the regula­
tions especially to the attention of all boat 
operators. “Every person,” it says, “who 
navigates any vessel or any water skis, surf 
board, water sled or other towed object on 
the inland, minor or other waters of Canada, 
in a manner that is dangerous to navigation, 
life or limb, having regard to all the circum­
stances including the nature and conditions 
of such waters and the use that at the time 
is or might be reasonably expected to be 
made of such water, is guilty of an offense.”
Some citizens who enjoy tearing through 
crowded waters in powerful speedboats may 
feel that this is a “shotgun” regulation, un­
fairly loaded against them. The majority of 
boatmen, we feel, will welcome it. If it is 
energetically and intelligently applied, it 
should be the means of saving lives, and of 
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You are liable to have a “I’ve 
been here before" feeling if you 
have known London over some 
years and you happen to be here 
right now. You would be apt to 
sense an attitude among the Lon­
doners which would : take you 
back—the attitude of "It may 
never happen.”
r  sensed that attitude at Munich 
time, in 1938, when the “ it may 
never happen” attitude was just­
ified. It happened again in 1939, 
when it proved false. Then,, 
when the war did break out, Lon­
doners were mighty optimistic 
about-the invulnerability of Lon­
don against Nazi air raiders.
On the whole, though, this at­
titude is hot a bad one to have; 
It gives the British §ome weak­
ness, but in a strange way it 
gives them some strength as 
well.
They seem to adopt the at­
titude to various crises—like the 
threat of London's bus strike. It 
has been hanging over their 
hcad.s for some weeks now.'
What does a bus strike mean 
to Londoners? It means that no 
loss than 2.000 square miles of 
roads In and around the capital 
would be transiK»rtless. At peak 
periods,' London’.s bus transport 
system supplies some 8500 buses 
for the commuters. Ten million 
people are served by them. On 
the whole, the bus (systeni over 
hero is good. And ns for .strikes— 
well,’, " it may never happen . . “ 
OFF THE RAILS 
And the attitude extends to the 
iwsslbillty of railroad strikes 
which 1 talked about last week.
. If the rail men come out, you 
can bet that they will not strike 
In feympathy with the busmen. 
Between them, no sympathy ex 
' Ists. ' '
But it does seem as if the rail discover 
strike threat is diminishing. Cut 
operating costs, said Prime Min­
ister Macmillan to the railway- 
men, and you’ll get your pay in­
crease.
And the railroads have already 
worked out a plan which, they 
estimate, will save $29.70 mil­
lion. It may not be much, but it 
is a start . . .
MEMO
Memo to Me—and to anyone 
else living among Londoners: if 
you find any skeletons, don’t get 
over-excited.
A friend has just told me that 
just outside the one square-mile 
that inakes up the City of London 
(as oppposed to the huge area of 
what Is called Greater London) a 
mass grave with some 40 skele­
tons in it had just been found. It 
was a story the national papers 
over here had not even sniffed 
at, and in my innocence I pur­
sued it.
After a few visits and a few 
phone calls it turned out that I 
need . not have bothered. Skele­
tons arc now turning up all the 
time as rebuilding work goes on 
in the City and just around it, It 
the skeletons are found immedi­
ately outside the City boundaries, 
where the Romans once had a 
wall, they are probably 1000 
years old. If found in odd spots 
a.s these 40 were—they are pro- 
b.ably part of ’’plague pits” that 
were used after the epidemics 
that used periodically to wipe oUt 
a few thousand Middle-Age Lon­
doners at n time.
The skeletons are now turning 
up so frequently here that unless 
they nro accompanied by other 
relics historians nro just not in- 
terestsed any more.
So if you come over here nnd
some skeletons don’t 
get agitated. It’s probably just 
another old plague ppit.
FIRST CLASS
I’ve just sampled the first 
“ two class’’ aeroplane put into 
service by British European Air­
ways, the State-run organization 
that handles Britain’s traffic 
across Europe and which aims to 
get on the London-Moscow run 
very soon.
' But although British European 
Airways were the first off the 
mark with using the Viscount, 
they have been pipped by foreign 
operators—like Holland’s K.L.M/ 
—in introducing a two-class 
plane over Europe. Cost of First 
Class to Zurich. It is almost 
double the night tourist rate. 
BREAK FOR CANADIAN
Up to now it has been difficult 
finding any run-of-the-mill movie 
goer over here who could tell 
you anything about Canada’s 
film industry. The documentary 
enthusiasts could speak of Can­
ada’s film board nnd of docu­
m entary, producers like Norman 
McLaren or veteran John Grier­
son. But only when British or 
American movie-makers visited 
Canada did most in Britain have 
a chance to see Canada on the 
screen.
Now a Canadian feature film— 
the first, to my knowledge, to 
be imported at least, anyhow, 
.since the war—is having a break 
in London’s West End. It is the 
product of 24-year-old Sidney 
Furle, who wrote, produced, nnd 
directed "A Dangerous Age.’'
The film ha.s gone Into the Aca­
demy Cinema, which ranks n.s 
an ‘.‘art house” oyer here b»it is 
the most successful of Its type 
in Town,
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10 YEARS AGO 
May, 1058
Okanagan Mission; Joe Kcpcs, 
Okanagan Mission Rond, was 
fortunato in landing two Kam­
loops trout weighing I4V4 iwuncl.s 
and ,13Vii |xmnds, Sunday, near 
the mouth of Uie creek In the 
Okanagan Mission Bay. Tlmy 
wore caught bn a surface’ line w.s- 
Ing a game guide plug. ■
Alderman Jack Horn told mem­
bers of the city council Monday 
night that the civic airfield nt 
Ellison will bo ready for service 
In the penr future. Mr. Horn said 
the olr strip wos seeded last fall, 
nnd grass catch Is satisfactory.
ZO YEARS AGO 
May, 1938
n>e extraordinary enthusln.sm 
which has been the feature of 
this spi4ng‘s work on tho road 
was well tnalntatned on May Day 
when a crew of 75 turned out to 
push the road along towards Nar 
amnta.
I ‘ 30 YEARS AGO 
I May, i m
TVn thovisnnd circular letters 
and maps have been matted out
by the Okonogan-Carlboo Trail 
Association during the 1937-38 
.sca.son, directors learned this 
week;, Receipts for the present 
year amount to $3,106.50 nnd nil 
towns have been united In this 
co-opcrntlvc enterprise, \
40 y e a r s  AGO 
May, 1018
J, Birch was granted rental of 
28 lots in the south end of town 
at a rate of $1 per lot.
50 YEARS AGO 
May, 1908
Tlio I.zmg Lake canal, con­
structed by the Dominion Gov­
ernment Ifi' already proving . Its 
usefulness, being used to bring 
booms of logs through from one 
lake to another. The cutting of 
the'.canal has lowered \V<kk1's 
Iu»ko about. L5 Inches and has 
raised Long Lake In lesser de­
gree ns It 1.1 n larger sheet of 
water, Vernon people are ho;>- 
Ing that tho canal will bring In­
to I-bng Ij>ke s6mo qf the gamy 
Woott's [..akc tro\it which take the 
fly keenly about this tlmo of the 
.year, . ',  , , ,
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Specially Written for The 
Kelowna Daily Courier)
OTTAWA—Our two transconti­
nental railroads are shown by 
their latest reports to be strug­
gling for their very existence.
Trucking companies are pro­
gressively biting into their freight 
revenues which provide their 
main source of income; and the 
air lines are capturing more and 
more long-distance passenger 
traffic. It has been predicted that 
five years hence practically no­
body will make an overnight 
train journey in Canada, because 
airlines will then offer the alter­
native coast-to-coast flights in 
less than twelve hours.
But the increase in truck trans­
portation and the speed-up of 
passenger flights does not mean 
that we I can dispense with rail­
ways entirely. They will always 
remain absolutely essential to our 
national livelihood. The tragedy 
of the railways lies in the fact 
that competition' is now taking 
away their most profitable busi­
ness.
Net operating profits of the 
two big railway companies, be­
fore fixed charges and debt in­
terest, totalled $41,000,000 last 
year. Tlqs figure covers their 
railroading operations and does 
not include other business.
In the first 15 weeks of this 
year, the important item of 
freight-car loadings dropped by 
nearly one-tenth in comparison 
with last year.
The CPR seems likely to suffer 
a one-third cut in its operating 
profit this year; the QNR will 
very likely show an operating loss 
of over $50,000,000.
ECONOMIES ESSENTIAL 
In an attempt to halt the infla­
tionary spiral of rising wages and 
rising costs, the federal govern­
ment has just killed the railroads’ 
applications for higher freight 
rates. These increases w e r e  
sought to meet the cost of wage 
increases and otffer benefits nl- 
rendy granted,to railroad work­
ers.'
But the 180,000 railroad em­
ployees arc now seeking yet fur­
ther wage increases and fringe 
benefits, In tho case of the 127,- 
000 non-operating crhployecs of 
the railroads, the freight nnd 
office staffs and the sleeping Car 
and dining car attendants, these 
fiirthm’ benefits and increases 
arc estimated nt $1,000 per worker 
per year at least. These current 
demands would probably leave the 
CPR working at a loss for the 
year, nnd would ns probably 
boost the CNR’s deficit to $200,- 
000,000 this year.
This later loss, on tho nation­
ally-owned railroad-your rail- 
road—must be paid by the tax 
payers of Canada. This would be 
cqulvnlOat to presenting n bill 
for $50 for the year to every nv- 
qrnge Canadian family 
, The railways are evidently 
making serious efforts to elimin­
ate extravagance nnd Increase 
operating cfBclcncy. But they arc 
being squeezed by the unions’ re­
sistance to plans to raise tho out 
put of work per man-hour. For 
example, .we have the case now 
of the U.S.A. chief of the fire 
men’s union Insisting that the 
CPR should continue to employ 
firemen bn diesel locomotives In 
fi eight nnd yard seryico, nl 
though competent' and Impartial 
commissioners In Canada have 
decided that this Is unnecessary 
II.8 .A. INFLUENCE .\
Much though Canadians are 
growing to resent tho "U.S.A 
First” nttltudo of the U.S. man 
ngoment of branch plants opep 
ntlng In Canada, Conndlons ni’c 
waking up to the undesirability of 
ol similar “U.S.A. First” attitude 
of the U.S. management of labor 
imloiKS whoso nfflllatoa operate In 
Cnnnda.
In the case of the displaced 
firemen, observers hero generally 
recognize that increasing nutomn 
tion Is Immensely vnlunblo to
LETTER TO THE 
EDITOR
who are generally in short supply 
in Canada although they have 
not been during the past winter, 
to perform other jobs essential 
to our development. It appears 
that fair measures have been 
promised to protect the earning 
power of displaced firemen. But 
the suspicion arises that Canada 
is being used as the guinea pig 
in current negotiations covering 
the whole North American con­
tinent, where the prime objective 
is not a few hundred firemen in 
Canada, but 90,000 in U.S.A.
And this drama is being played 
out against an outlook which is 
bleaK for railroad workers’ jobs. 
It looks like a 20th century version 
of the old nursery fable about the 
goose which laid the golden eggs.
-=r—r---==r:r——-rr-n-FTTT
MUSICAL POST
LONDON (CP) — The ministry 
of labor has agreed to grant a 
work permit to German-born Am­
erican conductor William , Stein­
berg, who takes up appointment 
in September as mucial director 
of the London Philharmonic.
BIBLE BRIEF
And all . . . Looking steadfastly 
on him saw his face as it had 
been the face on an angel. Acts 
6:15.
Beauty is more than skin deep. 
No beauty parlor can make the 





Thank you for your editorial 
“Bridge should be named after 
man responsible for Policy.”
I think that every one in Kel­
owna who knows the facts will 
truly agree that Mr. W. A. C. 
Bennett, was that man. Members 
of the Board of Trade of 1937-38 
when he was president of that 
body will remember his repeated 
assertions that the Westside of 
Okanagan Lake must eventually 
be connected to Kelowna area by 
a bridge. On every possible occa­
sion he reiterated this statement. 
He advised the late Hon. Ernest 
Carson in my presence that Kel­
owna would never settle tot any­
thing less than a bridge no mat­
ter if a third ferry was built. Mr. 
Carson, minister of public works, 
^addressed^ the- ' -Kelownar  ̂ Junior 
Chamber o f  Conimerce in 1946 
Alderman Bob Knox was presi­
dent then. Mr. Carson said a 
bridge would be built when funds 
were available. I suggest not­
withstanding Mr. Bennett’s na­
tural reluctance to recount the 
story that it was he and not the 
departmental engineer who first 
mooted the possibility of a bridge 
Yes, Mr. Editor, the writer fully 
agrees with your suggestion that 
the bridge should .be called the 
“Bennett” Bridge in honor of M r 
W. A, C. Bennett, the man who 





The tumultuous enthusiasm be­
ing exhibited by the people gen­
erally about reaching the Cen­
tennial Year leaves me little op­
tion as to the inclusion of ‘The 
Century’ as one of the subjects 
upon wlJich I ought to speak. 
When I say ‘tumultuous enthusi­
asm’ I am. of course, referring 
to the fact that rather fewer 
people attended the public ser­
vice in the park than had attend­
ed a sporting event the night bcf- 
fore. However, this should not be 
taken to heart by those sponsor 
ing the service because the Allan 
Cup is won, it would seem, only 
once in a century and this is 
sport's contribution to the Cen­
tennial Celebrations, just as the 
conquest of Mount Everest was a 
contribution to the Coronation 
Year. So it is fitting that (and 1 
am sticking my heck out as I 
do not, at time of writing, know 
the outcome) we should say of
upon news that all hts applet 
have been sold, barring a mil­
lion boxes or so. Of course, tho 
commentator did not say any­
thing about the price or the 
amount which the orchardist ult­
imately received. Long will tho 
grower of apples remember thlsV 
Centennial Year! A n d  never 7. 
mind what he will say about it!
So what about this century? 
Much has been achieved. 1 have 
known this province since 1907 
and I can testify to what has been 
achieved, but there have been 
many grim days since J907, esp­
ecially among farmers. Your 
tradesman can demand higher 
and higher wages, often for in­
different work, but the farmer is 
prevented from receiving great­
er returns from his labours be­
cause we can always buy cheap­
er outside the country. British 
Columbians pay exorbitant prices 
for whatever they want because 
they are largely dominated by
the Centennial Year “All this and American interests, American
the Allan Cup too.”
I noticed the other day that 
British Columbians are believed 
to regard their province as a 
large section of land surrounded 
by envy. And why not? Periodi­
cally I get a cheque for about 
fifty-five cents on which is a pic­
ture of a little man with a bag, 
and a legend which states that 
Business is Moving to' B.C. If 
there is anything to make other 
provinces envy us it is the pros­
pect of Business Moving to B.C.
However, before long, I dare 
say that Business, having 
thoughtfully bought a round tic­
ket, will be returning whence it 
came. Business, it seems, is not 
wanted in B.C. The American 
Teamsters don’t like our people 
working anc| so they call a strike.
I was interested to hear, recent­
ly, a list of the various groups 
in prosperous B.C., in ,its C p- 
tenhlal'Year, who are bither’on 
strike or propose to go on strike.
No doubt this is a sign of the 
province’s virility and independ­
ence. After all, work is old- 
fashioned. Let’s stand out for 
higher wages and higher profits 
even though lihese inevitably 
mean higher prices and a higher 
cost of living, and the consequent 
condemnation ,of the pensioner to 
penury and starvation.
Probably the people who re­
joice most in this Centennial 
Year are the farmers and espec­
ially the orchardists. To coin a 
phrase,. ‘They never had it so 
good’! A coast commentator re­
marked the other day upon the 
joy which the farmer must feel
' f
Unions and American money.
That we have every reason to 
be grateful to Providence for the 
gifts of nature, and to many 
earnest people who have striven 
to forward the well-being of the 
Province, there can be no doubt.
In many ways it has been a i ■ 
wonderful century but. Person- 
ally Speaking, I am not too Im­
pressed with what the present 
generation is contributing. I am 
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Union Busting'
TORONTO (CP)—Cleve Kidd, impartial director of the same im- clliatlon board. The guild In No- ̂ • at _t_   4 a a ii*t
president of the Ontario Federa 
tion of Labor, Thursday included 
The Canadian Press among 26 
employers he said were guilty of 
“union-bu.sting tactics.”
In a brief to the Ontario legl-s- 
lature's select committee on labor 
relations, Mr. Kidd said The Ca­
nadian Press fired 27 employees 
nnd used “ intimidation" during a 
dispute With the American News­
paper Guild in 1949 and 1950,
The dispute was Included in a 
list of Incidents cited to .support 
Mr. Kidd’s contention that “man­
agement, for all its pious pleas 
that It has the interests of work 
ers at heart, has never stopped its 
vicious and ruthless war to dc 
stroy union organization.”
The federation president said 
the Ontario labor depnrtmoqt re­
lies on fear of publicity to help 
It put tcctli into the province’s 
Labor Relations Act.
But how can a department 
roly on the value lof publicity 
when the principal newsgathorlng 
concern In. 'Canada has been 
guilty of unfair labor nructicos 
and cRcnpcd the I penalty?” he 
nfiked.
Tlio Canadian Press, In a po­
sition of trust ns an impartial 
news source, had this to loll Us 
employees when they tried to Join 
the American Newspaper Guild 
In 1949 nnd 19.50; 'Tlui publishers 
can very well get along with n 
service produced by half the staff 
wo have now nnn they domned 
well will do so if wo recognize 
nn organization they Just have no 
urtc for.’ ,
Mr, Kidd said writers were nlso 
told that no man who signed n 
guild card would be allowed to 
work In the jiross gallery at Ot­
tawa, "one of tho hlgliesl, honors 
rt Canadian n e w s m a n  can 
achieve,”
Dcsolto this the guild had tc- 
cclvod n certificate to bargain 
May 4. 19.50.
“Ginis Purcell, bend of CP. 
a g r e e d  not to dlscrlpilnate 
ngolnst the 05 per cent of his or­
ganization that had joined the
partial organization enjoying the 
public trust, fired 12 Canadian 
Press writers and editors. He dis­
missed 15 Press News employees. 
And the guild fell apart. . ' .  .
“Significantly, Canadian Press 
and its de^artments have ex­
panded since 1950 os once the un­
ion was out, business went back 
to normal.
The mention of ‘guild’ in a Ca­
nadian Press office turns employ 
CCS white with fear although In 
Toronto under the watchful scrut 
iny of Mr. Purcell they work for 
wages well below those enjoyed 
by unionized reporters on To­
ronto's three dally papers. Work­
ing conditions nro also Inferior to 
those enjoyed by reporters on the 
three Toronto dally papers.”
nowspaper guild. Twn days Inter, 
Canada; H will release workers, tho samo Mr. Purcell, the sameI i , . . . .  . . .  u ■ . !
General Manager 
Answers Charges
GiUis Purcell, general man­
ager of The Canadian Presli sold:
“ Regardless of whnt the Ont­
ario Federation of Labor may Im­
ply In Us Rupplembntary submis­
sion to the select committee on 
labor rolatlon.s, Tho Canadian 
Press has established n reputa­
tion for fntrncfis nnd uccurncy In 
it’s rciiortlng of lalwr matters,
“The fact that Tho Canadian 
Pro.ss chose to opiwso the Ameri­
can Newspn|X*r Guild In 19.50 in 
no way Indicates that CP is nntl- 
unlbn. Tlio operatlhg staff of The 
Canadian Press has been union 
ized for 20 .vonrs,
“After certification of the guild 
as barganlng agent for tho CP 
edltorinl staff, Tlie Canadian 
Press from April 19.50, to March 
19.51, mot the guild's negotiating 
committee In a scries of 11 meet­
ings, most of which were devoted 
to an effort to work out n con­
tract that would meet guild de  ̂
mandfl while leaving CP In n po­
sition to oerform Us function ns 
an objective nows co-onerntlve.
"Negotiations wore finally bro­
ken off by the guild after CP 
had offered to Implement most 
of the rccbfnnscndations of a con-
vember, 1951, resorted to court 
action, charging CP with not bar­
gaining in good faith.
These charges wore dismissed 
first in magistrate’s court and, 
on dppcal, in York County court 
in June, 1952.
“ Subsequently, on petition by 
the CP staff, the labor board or­
dered a vote of the ,staff. This 
resulted iln a 58-to-22 vote against 
the guild. The guild was decerti­
fied in March, 1953.
“Any dismissals that occurred 
in the period mentioned in the 
federation’s submission were the 
direct result of economics caUsed 
by a budget rcducUorl based on 
tlie decision of GP’s member 
newspapers to'restrict their serv 
ices. Stuff was re - employed ns 
vacancies occurred,
“Tho Bo-cnllcd Press News dls 
mis.sals did not occur. At one 
stage, when U appeared this mib 
sldinry comonny might discon' 
ilnuo a portion of; Us operation, 
: 8 editors were given protective 
notice of three months. This no 
tlce was later withdrawn.
“The statements in tho fodern 
m’s'submission about pay am 
working conditions In CP are ns
unfounded ns the charges of un­
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Local corps ol the Royal Can­
adian Army Cadets were coni- 
inended for th d r smartness and 
efficiency at the ceremonial in­
spection held this week.
Lt. Col. H. K. Clarke took the 
general salute following the in­
spection. ether insoccting officers j 
were Lt. D. T. Walton and Lt. I 
R. A. Forbes. j
Lt. Col. Clarke commended the 
group on attaining a high ef-! 
ficicncy rating of 87.7 oer cent, j 
“No doubt this ia one of the topi 
five corp.s in British Columbia, j 
The highest yet attained in the! 
hi.story of cadets in B.C. b  92 
per cent.” <
PRESENT AW,ARDS 
After congratulating the local 
corps on the high standard ol 
training and discipline, Lt. Col. 
Oark remarked . . the reason 
wh.v this corps has only 32 cadets 
is because on the average only 
one out of every three aoplicants 
passes the Interview and is act­
ually accepted into the corps. 11 
would, however, like to see a j 
larger corps, but if a big corps i 
means lowering of the standard.
I would rather that you stay at 
the same strength.'' * • |
Awards were presented to th e , 
five too gadets, and the inter-‘ 
corps trophv was accepted by 
Cadet Lt. Terry Turner on be­
half of the squadron. After the 
J  Inspection, the cadets put on 
* demonstrations In light machine 
gun, rifle drill, fieldcralt, rifle 
(proper handling and safety pre­
cautions) and range (recreation­
al shooting).
I Remarked Lt. T. G. Marsh, 
former officer commanding: 
“That was tjie best parade I’ve 
seen these cadets put on.” 
Individual award winners were: 
Cadet Tpr. H. Tabata. Cadet Tpr. 
D. McCall, Cadet Cpl. G. Bout- 
well, Cadet Lt. T. Turner. Cadet 
Sgt. F. Fleck. All five attained a 
maximum possible of 90 points.
LOCAL AND DISTRICT
Construction Shows 
Big Jump Over 1957
Cadet Sgt. Fred Fleck gives 
instructions on the Light Ma­
chine Gun to his younger sister 
Wendy and hb younger brother
Kenny, as Wendy asks, “What 
is this thing for?"
V a rie ty  Concert 
Is Successful 
^ A t Peachland
PEACHLAND — The variety 
concert staged in the Athletic 
Hall and sponsored by the J r  
.A W.A. to the United Church was 
^  well attended and enjoyed by the 
crowd.
Credit is due to the director, 
Mrs. Jeff Todd, the accompan­
ists, Mrs. W. Smith, Mrs. I. Gil- 
lard and Mrs. Todd, also to Mrs. 
E. Spelsberg, who acted as mas­
ter of ceremonies.
Highlights on the program 
were the group of Negro spirit­
uals, sung by the Buzzell choir, 
of Westbank, and two dances. 
Highland Fling and Sword Dance, 
by Oneka and Yolande Huitema, 
daughters of Dr. and Mrs. Hui­
tema of W;estbank. Fifteen other 
num bers,'. of skits,
recitations, cluets, accordion solos 
and two songs, composed by local 
persons, Mrs. Jo. Scammell and 
Mrs; M ." Thomander, also two 
songs written by a former resi­
dent. Flemming Bedford, were 
enjoyed.
As a result of many weeks of 
preparation .the informal con­
cert proved to be a success fi­
nancially as well as entertaining. 
A percentage of the proceeds is to 
be donated to the centennial com­
mittee. to be used for the pur­
chase of kitchen equipment for 
the Athletic Hall.
Mrs. Loveridge, North Vancou­
ver, is visiting her son and 
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Marti Shaw, Trepanier.
Discharged from the Kelowna 
General Hospital are, Mrs. Todd 
Sr.. Trepanier, Mrs. Harold Wi- 
berg and Mrs. L. Watts.
POLICE COURT
Construction for the first four 
months of 1958 is almost three 
times as much as the same 
period a year ago. even though 
April permit values were down 
somewhat from what they were 
during April, 1957.
The Kelowna district, compris­
ing the city of Kelowna, the 
municipality of Glenmore and 
the Kelowna regulated area, has 
already exceeded the one million 
mark in building construction, 
with the city alone reaching 
$649,456.
The regulated area is next 
with $417,200, while GlenmOre's 
four-month total is $155,252. Ag­
gregate total for the three is 
$1,121,908.
Kelowna’s four-bionth total is 
the highest , since 1951, when 
values reached $732,150. Last 
year’s total for the four months 
was only $271,802.
ONLY ONE TO GAIN
Kelowna city was the only one 
of the three to show a gain dur­
ing April over April, 1957. Both 
Glenmore and the regulated area 
were down last April from 
figures reached in April, 1957.
April figures for the three, w i^ 
last year’s (April, 1957) in 
brackets are; Kelowna, $140,463 
($135,020); Glenmore. , $18,000 
($28,860); regulated area, $51,- 
350 ($80,517). Aggregate total: 
$209,813 ($244,397).
Four-month totals for the three, 
with last year’s four-month 
total in brackets are: Kelowna, 
$649,456 ($271,802); Glenmore,
$155,252 ($45,460); regulated
area, $417,200 ($118,267). Ag-'1946
eregate total: $1,121,908 ($435, 
529).
New residents, or additions or 
renovations to dwellings, make 
up over half of the total, though 
in the Kelowna city figures, 
there were four permits issued 
for public buildings to the value 
of $84,750. Glenmore and regu­
lated area figures comprised 
dwellings, or alterations to homes 
entirqjy.
COMPARISON SHOWN
In a further breakdown of the 
Kelowna city total of $140,463 for 
April, there W’cro four permits 
issued for now homes. $39,600; 10 
permits issued for additions and 
alterations to dwellings. $7,063; 
one permit issued for alteration 
to a commercial buildings, $5,000; 
three permits issued for garages 
and carports. $1,775. In all, 27 
permits were issued by Building 
Inspector A. E. Clark of Kel­
owna.
Here arc comparative permit 

























1952 .......  40,781.00
1951 ........ 57,187.00
1950 ........ 336.430.00
1949 .......  95,140.00
1948 ........ 376.182.00
1947 ........ 141.130.00
THE DAILT COURIER 
FRI.. MAT 9. 1»5S 3
St. Paul's Nurse 
Mission Resident
In a story In Wednesday’s !»• 
sue, concerning Okanagan nurses 
who had graduated from St. auTs 
School of Nursing, Vancouver, 
the name of Miss Kathleen Mary 
Graves appeared such as to in* 
dicate she resided in .'Penticton, 
Miss Graves resides at Okanagan 
Mission.
MINER KILLED
BLIND RIVER, Ont., (C P l-  
Hcrbcrt Golombeck, 36-year-old 
Gernrnn-born miner, was killed 
Tluirsday when crushed by a 
rock slide while working under­
ground at the Quirkc Lake mine 
of Algom Uranium Mines Lim­
ited,
100 YE.ARS OLD
NEW HAMBURG. Ont. (C P l-  
Mrs. Margaret Ricdcr was 100 
years old Thursday, She still 
does much of her housework.
GRADUATES
A graduate of the Canadian 
Services College at Royal 
Roads near Victoria on Van­
couver Island, B.C., is Cadet 
William L. Claggett, 21, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Claggett, 
1957 Knox Crescent, Kelowna. 
B.C. Cadet Claggett was born 
in Santa Maria, California, 
U.S.A., and was educated at the 
Kelowna High School. He is a 
former member of “B” Comp­
any of the British Columbia 
Dragoons and plans on serving 
with the Canadian Army on 




GLENMORE — Five-day week 
has become effective at the Glen 
more municipal office.-In .fuTurc 
the office will be closed all day 
Saturday.
AT VERNON
Lt.-CoL H. K. Clarke presents
trophy to Cadet Lt. Terry 'Turn­
er who is accepting it on be­
half of the Sqn. Left to Right:
Lt.-Col. H. K. Clarke, Maj. A. 
Moss and Cadet Lt. T. Turner. 
The officers of .the British Co­
lumbia Dragoons donated this 
trophy for competition in ef­
ficiency among Vernon, Kel­
owna and Penticton. It was 
won by Kelowna for the 1956- 
1957 training year.
Centennial Carnival Nets 
Junior Red Cross $700.00
VERNON—Resourceful junior tute member, will present parade 
high school students here last
Failure to take out public lia­
bility insurance before operating 
his motor vehicle cost Erwin 
Robert Wlcdemayer a fine of $15 
and costs In district police court.
Fine of $20, plus costs, was 
imposed in district police court 
on James Bryon Beever for ex­
ceeding the 50 miles an hour 
highway speed limit.
Charged in district police court 
with being in a state of intoxica­
tion in a public place in Glcn- 
morc, Peter Mushta was fined 
$10 and costs.
, Appearing in district court here 
on a charge of exceeding the SO 
miles an hour speed limit near 
Sumos, B.C.. Gordon V. Smith 
was fined $20 and costs.
Failure to stop at a stop 
sign cost Heinz Weber a fine of 
$20, plus costs, when he appear­
ed in city police court.
Exceeding the SO miles an 
hour highway speed limit near 
Falkland cost Walter Berry 
fine of $20, plus coists, when ho 
appeared in district police court 
here.
Charged In city police court 
with operating a motor vehicle 
without being in po.sscsslon of a 
subsisting driver's licence, Rio 
hard Joseph Sharpies was fined 
$15 and costs.
Appearing in city police court 
on a charge of bejng intoxicated 
In »  public place, Frank OUvef 
and George Albert Wayne Keith 
both were fined $10 and costs.
Left to Right: Cadet Tpr H.
Tabata. Cadet Tpr. D. McCall, 
Cadet Cpl. G. Boutwcll, Cadet 
Lt. T, Turner Mrs. J. C. For- 
guson. Cadet Sgt. F. Fleck and 
Mr. J. C. Ferguson. Trophy was
donated by Mr. and Mrs. Fer­
guson for the cadets to compete 
for in efficiency. All five Cadets 
had the total of DO points out of 
the possible 90. Only one cadet 




Grand Knight J. W. Bedford 
and Deputy Grand Knight L. M. 
Schlosscr will represent Father 
Pandosy Council as official dele­
gates at the forty-seventh annual 
convention of the state council 
rtf the Knights of Columbus at 
Penticton this weekend.
Several other metnbers of the 
Kelowna council nlso will attend, 
particularly the state bflnquct 
Saturday night, when Supreme 
Secretary Joseph F. Laipb, New 
Haven, Conn., will be guest 
speaker.
Mr. Lamb’s coming to the con­
tention has just been confirmed 
officially by'State Deputy Mich­
ael Griffin of Victoria, who will 
preside over the two-day con­
vention. Business sessions and 
social functions will centre in the 
Prince Charles Hotel.
SUPREME DIRECTOR 
Two delegates from each of 
the 22 councils in the B.C. juris­
diction will nttend the convention, 
ns well as all state officers and 
tU.strict deputies. Another im­
portant guest will be Supreme 
Dircetpr James V. Hughes of 
Vancouver,
Convention proceedings will 
open Saturday iporning with the 
state chaplain. Most Rev. T. J. 
McCarthy, Bishqp of Nelson Dio 
cese, saying ma9a at 8 o’clock at 
St. Ann's Church.
Grand knight of the host coun­
cil, J. J. Van Winkolaar, said 
convention plans were being di 
reeled by Patrick C. Grant, past 
grand knight.
l a w n - b o y  m m
Makes
*  Fine of $20. plus costs, was 
^ lev ied  in district i>oUce court on 
John Price (Jordon for exceed­
ing the 50 miles an hour highway 
speed limit,
Ticketed for exceeding the 
highway speed limit, Nicholas 
David Ncufcld, a  garage mec­
hanic, explained to Stipendiary 
Mogistrnte Donald White he was 
testing n car for n customer. Be­
cause of this hnd because of the 
courteous manner he used with 
the policeman whrt cheeked him, 
he got off with a  |10 line, plus
lawn care 
a breeze...
L flU in -B O V
(MIN A U  tm  Mon-W ANTO lU flg lS
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awarded to Cadet Cpl. G. Bout- 
well. A ir five received a cer­
tificate and a $10.00 cheque 
from the Corps.
, Photos' by
Lt. C. LeBlonde, PRO
week raised over $700 for the 
Junior Red Cross.
Their project was a Centennial 
Carnival, staged for the most part 
in the school gymnasium.
Many items offered for sale 
were made by the students them­
selves. Girls in home economics 
classes baked and stitched en­
thusiastically in preparation for 
the event, while in other class­
rooms, students organized wild 
life, hobby and fashion displays.
Imaginative students went all 
out to create a gay and noisy 
carnival atmosphere. Flashy 
stalls 'offered ice cream, candy, 
soft drinks and hot dogs for sale. 
And one classroom had been con­
verted into a spine-tingling house 
of horror.
Parents who wanted to take in 
all of the carnival were obliged 
by grade nine girls, who operated 
a nursery for small children.
Money raised at the carnival 
v;ill likely be used to purchase a 
gift for the Crippled Children’s 
hospital in Vancouver,
Monday is May Day in Vernon.
And the local Women’s Insti­
tute is making every effort to 
out-do previous celebrations.
Plans were nearly completed 
with the appointment of special 
committee heads last week.
Responsible for the May Queen 
and her princesses is Mrs. F . 
Morris. For many years, Vernon’s 
May Queen and her party have 
visited patients ■ in hospital. This 
year they will be accompanied 
by local Women’s Institute presi­
dent, Mrs. J. Roberts.
In charge of the canteen is 
Mrs. D. Saunders. Parade judges 
appointed were Mrs. Vera Mc­
Culloch, Mrs. Mabel Johnson, E. 
Clark and J . Monk.
Mrs. S. Viel, for many years 
an active Vernon Women’s Insti-
pnzes.
/‘Vernon WI fully expects this 
year’s May Day will be supported 
as royally as it has been in past 
years,’’ commented WI president 
Mrs. Roberts.
Next WI meeting will be held 
the afternoon of May 20 in the 
Salvation Army hall.
PHOTOGRAPHERS’ COURSE
LONDON. Ont. (CP) — About 
150 press and commercial photog­
raphers are expected here Sun­
day for a three-day course at the 
University of Western Ontario 
sponsored by the Commercial and 
Press Photographers Association 
of Canada. The 11th National 
Print Show representing outstand 
ing work by Canadian photog 
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Open Till 12 p.m. Nightly
I V E W
D u B A O E U E o r
lO IADR. 
L O )
• F oam s liv in g  color righ$ 
in to  y o u r  h a ir!
• W ashes rig h t ou t udth  
y o u r  n ex t sham poo! .
• L ooks so  n a tu ra l it*s 











1 7 5 ’ofUAirCotdm hOdnight Pa Red Cheetah 
Brown Silver Mink
Missing A
T h . . .  a .  A T K I N S O N
S t a n d a r d i z e d  structural stool frame
M A D E  for Y O U R  now bui ld ing!
Burnaby Vocational School,
Provincial Dept, of Public Worka.
ATKINSON Crane-bearing Building.
(k Oloar span* 30* to IBtF
•  Ampio otooka for prompt dollvory
•  Aooommodataa any oladdino malarial
Three types of ATKINSON ateel frames are availi 
able as shown, In clear, spans from 30' to 180' with 
aldo wall heights from 9'V’ , with 15' or33'6" bays. 
ATKINSON steel frames are exceptionally adapt* 
nblo — allow fast, economical erection — arenae, 
warehoifses, m anufacturing plantO, etc. — wher- « 
ever large, clear areas are needed.
W r i t e ,  p h o n e  or^ w i r e  f o r  l U i i s t r a t e d  b r o c h u r e .
N U HTH EnN A S B E S T O S
Si DU ILDINB S U P P L IE S  (0.C .I LTD.
2060 W. 10th Ave., Vancouver, B .C .' DA 8161
The SATISFACTION of being in business for one’s self,' with 
capable guidance from the office, appeals to most boys, 
Personal contacts with subscribers and cultivating friendships 
while performing a service to the citizens of a community are 
a real asset to a boy.
The ability and opportunity of earning one's own spending 
money or saving for future education develops self-reliance, 
self-confidence and a desire to achieve. s
Successful businessmen In all walks of life credit their success 
largely to the training they received 'as  a newspaperboy. 
Encourage YOUR BOY to Investigate.
Since becoming a Dally, The Dally Courier has had increased 
demands for CARRIER DELIVERY in CHy and Country areas.
OPPORTUNITY awaits boys throughout the Okanagan Valley, 
Have your boy fill in the form below and mail to the Circu­
lation Department, The Dally Courier. It could mean putting 
him on the road to $ucce$$.




Fill In this Route Application Form 
and mall It to the above address.
I N AM E............
* ADDRESS
VGE .. TELEPHONEI
I Have you a bicycle?............ ............. ............ .




Form er Sportsm an To Seek 
Renewal O f Old M em ories
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Courier Sports Editor)
Last ydar about this lime wc fell to boasting about the fishing 
SVC were going to do in Lake of the Woods, but wound up doing 
pur fishing in a hospital ward, trying to bait the pretty tiurses.
Tlds ,year we arc determined to be more conservative. With 
iingers crossed, we will have a go at Vancouver aial the Island, 
providing nothing else comes up to alter our plans.
There is a remote possibility that we might come In contact 
• With a fishing rod. provided we brush up against one In our pas- 
‘isage to some shady bar, but the main intent of this holiday will 
: i c  to replenish our Allan Cup-shattered nerves, with no noise 
louder than a faint clink! to disturb us.
We Intend to re-vlslt the scenea of our Innocent youth, auch 
. a t  the Half-way .House, the TilHcum Club, the Army and Navy 
Vets, the Six Mile Ifouse and the Coach and Hones. To our 
vast regret, we le im  that the End house has gone the way of 
all flesh, a great sorrow to us, since It was a wonderful place to 
quaff. Looking out over the water, it was possible to imbibe 
and jrrow, sea-slck‘ at the same time, quite an experience.
Then there was tl.e cafe where we received our introduction 
. to “ Nelson’s blood.” Not really in need of any more, we were 
sweating out the hours between closing and opening time one night 
'When a husky matelot invited us to be his guest. We agreed, and 
.‘he croakdd a husky order to the waitress which resulted in a 
coffee cup of "Pusscr Rum." laced with two drops of coffee.
Somewhat surprised and more than somewhat delighted, we 
gasped, "What’s this?"
The husky matelot leered knowingly and rasped, "That’s 
Nelson’s blood, mate, just Nelron’s blood!”
H0Tr*PURS HOST RANGERS; 
ORIOLES TO SUM M ERUND
The Hotspurs will host the Vernon Rangers in City 
Park at 2:00 p.m. Sunday, and the juvenile soc(»r clubs 
will play their regular Saturday morning games in the park.
In baseball, the top-spot Orioles will travel to Sum- 
mcrland for a crack at this year’s version of the Macs, and 
will be trying to keep their undefeated record clean.
The ’Spurs will be seeking to get back in the win 




"Damn Yankees ' 
Replayed In AL
The first ball in Kelowna’s 
Little League will be pitched at 
6:15 p.m. on Tuesday. May 20.
Civic dignitaries will be Invit­
ed to attend the brief opening 
ceremony, which will be per­
formed in the kids’ new Gast®i 
Avenue ball park prior 'to  the 
start of the season’s opener..
Players have been allocated to 
the four team—Lions, Legion, 
Bruce Paige’s, and Willow Inn.
These players may be changed 
during next week's final practice 
sessions as- the coaches and man­
agers try to balance ther clubs. 
BEST TURNOUT
Little League executive, all set 
for the opening, reported one of 
the best turnouts of parents this 
year a t last week’s meeting In 
the Memorial Room.
Everything will be sparkling 
new at t)ie opening, marking Kel­
owna’s entry Into affiliated Little 
League play—uniforms, ball park 
and schedule. TTie main objecton 
to forming Little League prior to
ston, Gerry G<wtz, Alan Zahara, 
Dtkmls Hawksworth, Doug Bailey, 
Pat Walls, Ken Sawgtsky, Glen
THAT WAS SPORT?
Even in those da^s, we,had the instincts of the true sports- 
,jnan. Rather than hike up to the Half-way House, which was only 
a stone's throw from our barracks, we used to combine exercise 
"With our pleasure, going on a monster pub-crawl that carried us 
TJrom Victoria to Sooke, some 21 miles, if memory serves well.
-  ‘The sporting idea was that anybody could make the two-block 
journey to the Half-way and sink into a chair, for the evening, but 
we were determined to show we were built of sterner stuff. Not 
content with the normal hazards attendant on a 21-mile hike, we 
made it an obstacle course—some seven of them in all.
The outward journey wasn’t too complicated, and on a good 
night we would arrive in Sooke just as the dulcet tones of the bar­
tender announced the familiar "Time, gentlemen, please.”
The journey home, however, w«s a horse of a different 
color, and often culminated in a little broken field running as 
we tried to make it in the back door of the barracks before 
the orderly sergeant came in the front door to take reveille 
roll-caU.
’The proof of our staying-powers lay in the fact that we con­
tinued to make the trip night after night, even though we often 
fell asleep in the middle of giving a lecture the next day.
Ah, memories!! !
MORE SPORT
We will most certainly visit the MacAulay Point golf course 
to see if they have patched up some of the divots we failed to re­
place. Of course, the fact that we were careening along at 
brisk rate on a powerful Indian motorcycle made divot replacing 
Eomewhat difficult.
There’s not too much chance of us being recognized If we do 
go there, but just in case, we will wear dark glasses, since there 
used to be a zealous little group that turned out to watch us every 
day as we played hob with their velvet greens, and one or two 
of them had sketch pads, noting the appearance of some of the 
harder-riding lads.
We mustn’t forget the sport of slalom racing, either—those 
thrilling little impromptu affairs performed at a mile-a-minute 
through the stately streets with motorcycle sidecar lifted high 
in the air as we weaved through the bicycles and Sunday 
drivers. This sport carried the additional hazard of arrest 
and incarceration If discovered.
And speaking of arrest, it will bring bfick nostalgic memories 
to view the corner of Douglas and Yates where we out-stripped 
two husky MPs in a sprint of undetermined length, from a stand­
ing start. It was one of the few times we won a race and didn’t 
stop to collect the prize,
Ah, sportl • ■ ...........
QUIETER PURSUITS
Of course, not all our memories of the stately capital are so 
violent and active—there were quieter pursuits.
There were those dewy mornings when we puffed out of 
the barracks area with a band of warriors in hot pursuit, and 
continued to gallop until we could find a suitable spot to pull 
in and, hide for the remainder of the PT period.
There were those map schemes by the ocean when we used to 
camouflage our motorcycle, then spend a quiet day basking in the 
salt-tinged air—gathering strength for the evening pursuits.
We have heard vaguely that there were other. evening pur­
suits in the more secluded corners of Beacon Hill f a rk , or any 
other place where the shadows were deep. Bu\ having had no 
personal contact with the sport, we are not prepared to make a 
comment.
All things being equal; should we elude any long-memoried 
Victorians, we’ll see you in two weeks.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
In the stage play Damn Yan­
kees, 1958 was the year Washing­
ton Senators, with the help of the 
davil, beat New York ifankees 
for the American League pen­
nant.
Well, this is 1958 and you can 
give the Senators a doubletake. 
’Diey’ve been raising the devil so 
far, haven't lost to the Yankees 
yet end are in second place, just 
a half-game behind the Bombers 
going into tonight’s game at Yan­
kee Stadium.
Pete Ramos, a 23 - year - old 
righthander w h o  last season 
gained his only two victories over 
the Yankees in eight lifetime de­
cisions, takes a 2-G record to the 
mound tonight for the Senators. 
The Yankees, idled by rain since 
Friday, hope to resume opera­
tions Vvith Bob Turley, who has 
won eight straight from the Sen­
ators since Memorial Day 1955.
Turley has a 3-0 record for the 
year, all complete games, and 
has given up but one run in the 
27 innings.
M  VICTORY
The Senators closed in on the 
Yankees with a 4-1 victory over 
Detroit Thursday. Rain shelved 
the only other game scheduled, 
Cleveland at New York.
The Senators, who beat the 
Yankees 54 in 10 innings in their 
only meeting of the season,- were 
retired in order for 4 1-3 innings 
by righthander Bob Shaw Thurs­
day. Then three successive hit.s, 
singles by Jim Lemon and Norm 
Zauchin and a double by Rocky 
Bridges, made it 2-0 in the fifth. 
Three hits and Clint Courtney’s 
sacrifice fly counted two more in 
the sixth and Shaw was 0-2.
Young Ralph Lurrienti won his 
first in the majors, with Dick 
Hyde's fine relief help. The 21 
year-old lefty gave up four hits 
and struck out three, but walked 
six.
TTie rest of today’s schedule 
sends third place Kansas City to 
Detroit, Cleveland to Chicago and 
Boston to Baltimore.
I
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
Moore, Malcolm WignalL
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The world champion Milwaukee 
Braves, l e a d i n g  the National 
League for only the third time 
this season, will see what they 
can do about stay,ing there to­
night when they go against Cin­
cinnati—the club that put them 
in first place for keeps last sea­
son.
The Braves were handed a per­
centage - point lead Thursday 
when Cincinnati rammed home 
eight runs in the ninth for a 10-8 
victory over Chicago Cubs in the 
only game scheduled.
It was a 5-4 victory over the 
Redlegs at M i l w a u k e e  that 
hoisted the Braves into the Na­
tional League lead Aug. 6 last 
season. They stayed there the 
rest of the way.
Warren (The Wonder) Spahn 
was the winner in that August 
game a n d  he’s Milwaukee’s 
starter tonight with a chance to 
become the first to win five in 
the majors this season.
Bob Burkey (3-0), the only 
pitcher to shut out the Braves 
this season, is the Redleg choice. 
BURGESS CINCY HERO 
Smoky Burgess was the Red- 
legs’ choice for pinch - hitting 
duty in the ninth inning Thursday 
and he couldn’t h a v e  been 
choicer—slamming a three - run 
homer that capped the comeback 
spurt. Joe Nuxhall, fourth of five 
Redleg pitchers, was the winner 
He worked t h e  seventh and 
eighth, and paired with Hal Jeff- 
coat for three innings' of perfect 
relief by the Cincy staff.
Meeting 
In Trail
TRAIL (CP)—The first annual in his 2Mi year reign.
Camille The Eel Named 
As Byng
MONTREAL—For the second 
year' in a row a member of the 
New York Rangers has captured 
the Lady Byng Memorial Trophy. 
The 1957-58 winner is tiny Com- 
ille Henry.
In winning the trophy which is 
presented annually to "the player 
adjudged to have exhibited the
Strong candidate to succeed 
him is Leo Atwell of Nelsoix who 
has been on the BCAHA executive 
more than 10 years and is cur­
rently the secretary of the or­
ganization.
THURSDAY'S STARS
spring meeting of the British Co­
lumbia Amateur Hockey Associa­
tion begins tonight with an ex­
pected 80 delegate? in attendance.
In the past the BCAHA annual 
meeting has been held in the fall.
But at the 1957 conference held 
in Nanaimo delegates voted to 
hold the meeting in the spring 
■while hockey ideas and prob­
lems were still fresh in mind 
These notions then could be al­
most immediately presented to 
the annual meeting of the Cana­
dian Amateur Hockey Association 
which is usually held in early 
.summer .toerefore, eliminating 
some 18 months between provin­
cial and dominfon meetings.
Guest speaker for the weekend 
affair will be Mervyn (Red) Dut­
ton, president of the Calgary 
Stampeder football club and re­
cently elected to hockey’s hall of 
fame for his outstanding work 
with the Montreal Maroons .and 
the New York Americans during 
his playing days. He also served 
;i.s National Hockey League presi­
dent for a  short time.
Another speaker highlighting 
Saturday’s banquet will be all- 
time hockey great Fred (Cyclone)
Taylor..........
Retiring from the president’s 
cffice Sunday will be Ed Benson 
of Trail who has served one term 
longer than previous presidents' 10 (lightweights)
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Pitching: Dick Hyde, Washing­
ton Senators—saved young Ralph 
Lumenti’s first major league vic­
tory with a . three-hit, shutout re­
lief for 3 2-i3 innings in 4-1 deci­
sion over Detroit .’Tigers,.
Hitting: Smoky Burgess, Cin­
cinnati Redlegs — connected on 
first pitch for first home run of 
season, a pinch - hit, three-run 
homer that capped an eight-run 
ninth and defeated Chicago Cubs 
10-8.
THURSDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Los Angeles—Tiger A1 Williams 
l58, Los Angeles, stopped Elroy 
Tellez. 163, San Antonio, 6.
Stockton, Calif.—Ross Padilla, 
188%, Stockton outpointed Natcho 
'Escalante, 189,‘'Mexico'City, 10.
Marseille, France — Gracieux 
Lamperti, Marseille,' outpointed 
Bobby Bell, Youngstown, Ohio,
STILL UNIDENTIFIED
As Conscience Money For Prank
By JACK SULLIVAN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Notes and quotes:
The Grey Cup tripper has paid 
$150 for his prank.
A little late, but it came to 
light tills week that the Toronto 
lawyer w h o  spilled Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats’ touchdown-bound Ray 
(Bil!ble8)\ Bawel in the 1957 clas­
sic and -then got lost in the Var­
sity Stadium crowd, sent the Am­
erican nn-expensive wrist watch 
n couple of mouths after his Nov. 
30 deed.
An associate of the unidentified 
tripiK'r revealed all this week. 
“The guy had conscience trouble. 
He invested $150 in a wrist watch 
and sent it to Bawel at his home 
. in Evnssville, Ind., Inst Jnnu- 
nry."
POINTED REMINDER
Inscribed on the watch were 
those words: "From the tripper. 
Grey Cup, 1937."
n»o incident happened In the 
third quarter of the cup final with 
Tiger-Cats beating Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers 25-0. Bawel Was scoot­
ing down the sidelines when the 
trlpp«m stuck out a fwd nnd sent 
the Americnn sprawling at the 
Bomber 42-yard line, Boml>ers 
were penalized half the distance 
In the goal line and in two plays 
’’Cookie Gilchrist galloped around 
.the end frpn) the IG-ynrd lino for 
. 'his .second toucl»down of the af- 
iernoon.
. Ticats went on to win 32-7.
•’ On the subject of mlsdeinean 
VInco Leah, veteran column 
i* t \vith the Winnipeg Ttibune, re 
•call? the 1938 Menjorlal Cup fl 
nal a t ’I’orontn when St. Bonlfnct' 
& alii defcntiHl 0.-»hawa G enesis 
t «3-2 In the best-of-fivo ecries. The 
-Seal? apparently were real Jim- 
jonndles ijt having .n good time 
*wHlio plnylng aome
» ***Leah retail.^ that Ralph Allen 
limn n «|iorta colurpnisl with The 
-Tribpne nud ndw a magazine (mH- 
t<ir in 'IVronto. travelled east with 
,'the team. But let I.cnh tell it: 
"Alien* . .not adverse to some 
tuKturnal rumWltiR.s of his own 
’in ItiH move youthful day.s, met a 
Bl. Bpnifaco player in the hold
lobby about 6 a.m. .sweater.
"You’re up early,* observed Al- Parade dress: Red blazer piped 
Icn, who was just getting in. in white, worn over a shirt-waist 
" ‘Up early, h. . said the dress of white nylon, white straw 
player, 'I haven’t been to bed hat with red ribbon band,, white
yet.' ’’
RECORD ATTENDANCE
The Seals wound up the series 
by whipping the Generals 7-1 in 
the final game before 15,569 fans, 
a Canadian hockey attendance 
record that held up until Nov. 16, 
1946, when Toronto Maple Leafs 
mot Montreal Canadiens in a Na­
tional Hockey League game at 
Toronto before 16,318 customers.
The explolt.s of the 1938 Seals 
were brought to mind this year 
whoa another St. Boniface club— 
the Cnnadicns — booted training 
rules around in the Western Can 
adn final against Regina Pats. 
Things got so tough that couch 
Max Pilous, a brother of Rudy, 
Chicago Black Hawk conch, loft 
the club for one game of the 
scries. ,
Canada’s athletes to the July 
18-26 British Empire Games at 
Cardiff may not win many , gold 
medals, hut our gal qthlctea will 
be fashion plntc.s. Here's a typi­
cal wnrdrolw. ,n.s outlined by the 
Montreal Star's Myrtle Cook Mc­
Gowan, the team’s press liaison 
officer: ,
For shipboard wear on route to 
the games: Sapphire blue slim- 
Jim suit.
For r e c r e a t i o n :  Jamaica 
short.s, t a i l o r e d  blovme with 
|H)cket ntonogram,\ sun visor hat, 
recreation shoes, 'blue c{iirdignh
gloves, white kid shoes with red 
toes and a .shoulder purse. If it 
rains, the girls will wear grey 
cotton rib s k i r t s  with nylon 
blouse, red nylon raincoat and 
rainettes.
"For swimming (not competl 
tivo, that Is): One - piece swim 
.suit.
For training: Track shorts In 
red with white top jerseys and 
long gym suits.
For s o c i a l  activities: Nylon 
chiffon reception gown in orange 
Ice color, "'This gown,” says Myr 
tie, "can be worn with or with 
out a matching Jacket,
B.C. Lions Sign 
Ex-Vernon Boy
VANCpUVER (CP)-M el Gil 
lett, six-foot halfback, has been 
signed by B.C. Lions of the West­
ern Interprovlnclal Football Un­
ion, it wns\nnnounccd today. Born 
at Vernon, B.C., 23 years ago, he 
played high school' football in 
Prlncovflle, Oro„ and at Lewis 
and Clarke. College where he 
carnc<l honorable iqcntlon to the 
Little All-Ajnerlcan team.
best type of sportsmanship and 
gentlemanly conduct combined 
with a high standard of playing 
ability during the season” , Henry 
polled 135 points. Donnie Marshall 
of Montreal Canadiens finished 
second in the balloting with 48 
Doints. Third place went to Boston 
Bruins’ Don McKenrie’y, • who 
polled 21 Doints.
The voting was conducted bv 
a panel of hockey writers broad­
casters and telecasters and the 
season was divided into two 
halves. The first half took in all 
the games played up to and 'in­
cluding those on December 29, 
1957. The second half comprised 
all games after that date up to 
and Including those played on 
March 22. 1958, final game of 
the regular championship schedr 
ule.
Points were awarded on the 
aasls of five points for a first 
choice, three for a second and one 
for a third. A unanimous choice 
would earn 90 points for each half 
or 180 for the season.
Other players to receive one or 
more points besides Henry, Mar 
.shall and McKenriey In the voting 
for the Lady Byng Memorial Tro­
phy were Dean Prentice,,Rangers, 
19; Henri Richard, Canadiens, 18; 
Alex Dc'ivccchio, Detroit, 13; 
Phil , Goyette, Canadiens, 9; 
Maurice Richard, Canadiens, 9; 
Andy Bathgate, Rangers, . 8; 
Glen Skov, Chlcagb, 7; Red Kelly 
Detroit. 0; Brian Cullen, Toronto 
6; Gordie Howe, Detroit, 6; Larry 
Regan, Boston, 5; Andy Hcbcn 
ton. Bangers, 4; Larry Popeln, 
Rangers, 3; Jean Bellveau, Cana 
dlens, 3; Norm Ullman, Detroit 
2; Johnny Wilson, Detroit, 1; 
Earl Rcibel, Dctfolt, 1; Billy 




bring a friend and two bowl 
for the price of one. 
Mon., Tue., Wed. & Thurs. 
until 6 n.m.
this has been the lack of a balljTeUman. John Rea, Al Oliver, 
park, but the city fathers, aided! Jack Appleton. Bob Reed, Dick 
by the Lions Club and volunteer 
workers, have taken care of this. ^ - 
and the boys have their own park, 
built I to pint-size specifications, 
at Gaston Avenue and Richter 
Street.
All four clubs will have expert 
coaching and good management, 
and will play at least twice a 
week regularly.
Team results will be carried 
regularly In the city’s news me­
diums. and parents ard urged 
to attend the games regularly.
Here are' the four teams:
LIONS
Randy Spence, Mark Shlrreff,
Bob Paoton. Farley Smith, Bobby 
James, Garnet-' Howard, Larry 
Schneli, Jeff Storm, Ron Vetter,
Allan Vetter, Bill Butler, Chris 
ButlerW ayne Enright. Gary En­
right, Richard Schmidt, Hugh 
Mervyn, Ron Cartc;^, Peter Conn,
Trevor Tupman, Tony Schleppe.
LEGION •
Gary Crooks. Brian Fernle,
Bob Horton. Mike Sadler, Eric 
Sollosy, Wayne Helmsley, Barry 
Green, Ron Saucier, Drew Kitsch)
Doug Gale, Ted Pclly, Tom 
Schramm, Ron Holton, Wayne 
Schaad, Mike Casey,
BRUCE PAIGE’S 
John Strong, Gary Strong.
Barry Cowley. Steve Foan, Brian 
Roland, John Gordon, Melvin 
Wheeler, Doug Chisholm, Dave 
Chisholm, BU Schmidt. John 
Whillis, Richard Beliveau, Harold 
Wardlaw, Bill Wardlaw, Don 
Murray, David Moonen.
WILLOW INN
Patrick Pettman, Terry John-
Enter your team NOW for 
Spring Leagues for May and 
1st week of June
KELOWNA
BOWLADROME
265 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 2872
WE MAKE THESE SUGGESTIONS 
FOR THE GREAT DAY . . .
Yardlcy Gift Boxes containing 
Hand Cream and Soap Tablets, 
Talc Powder, After Bath Lotion.
Gift Packs'of scent by Coty or 
Max Factor . . . Bath Crystals 
cellophane packed or in decora­
tive jars. And all her favorite 
lines of cosmetics. .
5VCHOeOtATES
A fine selection of specially 
wrapped best quality chocolates 
. . .  Cadbury’s Vogue . , .  Rown- 
trecs Dairy Box . . .  Black Magic 
. . . Moirs English Toffees in 
colorful tins.
You will find a cbmplctc and varied selection of Rustcraft 
Mother’s Day Cards here for your choosing.
Sunday the 11th Is Mother’s Day . . .  WE WILL BE OPEN 
FROM 2 - 5:30 for that last minute purchase • . . 
should you have forgetten.
WILLITS-TAYLOR DRUGS LTD.
/
387 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2019
Besides the new, lighter Johnson 10 h.p. on the boat there are ai 
* many Johnson outboards as cars in this picture! For every car you 
see has a famous Joh»on “Take-along” in the trunk, taUng 4 
minimum of room, ready to give the maximum in performance. 
Most fishermen’s can cany Johnson Sea-horse ‘Take-alongs’’— 
the popular portables that have proven themselves to be the best 
fishing motor nuide. Find out now easy it is to brighten your 
fishing picture with a new’Take-along”.
BLBVBN NBW
SBA -H O RSB OU TBO ARD M O TO RS
fo u r  thnllfrig**Take-along** m o d e ls
10 h.p. $385.00 — i*A h.p. $320.00 — 5% h.p. $280.00 — 3 h.p. $195.00 
All terMpoww 0.IX. rtUe. Mtd* Is CaiwSt,
SALES AND URVICt [VHYWHtH
prk4t iUghtly highir In torn* anat. Aik your Johuon doakr a6ea< 
€onfenitnUtrm.,.ht'MliH*d In your teUphone book yiUowpogu,
JOHNSON MOTOBS
P E T E R B O R O U aH  CANADA MS
• A.division qI
. OUTBOARD AVARINC,CORPORATION OF CANADA U D, 
,CANADA''s',lA^G(Sr ' MANI/IACrURlK O f  OOTBOARO MOfOKJ
d o h n s o n SEA> R S E S
-CHAPLIN'S GENERAL STORE
' WESTBANK
J o h n s o n SKA-H o n s r s
TREADGOLD SPORTING GOODS
1615 PENDOZI STREET




M l ll/VRVEY AVE.
S P O IN T S
KATimiNG
iK NIGHTLY 90 MINUTE SPECTACULAR 'k, 
WATER AND STAGE REVUE
IN  OMUAINMS 
PORIABtfi TA N K t,
•  looaou m
• aitaiiviRt
•  TUNA n»U(
•  WWmONS MMt
(filow wMi muart10.000 IIACMl UNMa 
IW UM
•  CANOt ANniMO '
•  WOMIN S nv CASUM* 
CNMlPtON
•  jmmMy JjuarT 
WAm oommmit
-A IANY OTHfR Am ACUONi IN- 
f  CllKANG iOO FIGHTING rnOUT 
IN  O IM  FISH T A N K -T M i HOMS 
'aIJL y o u  CATCH!




Mko Dwt Mww. AnAwy a—g* '
M lL £ S  QF e x h ib it s }
Penticton -  M a y  12 ,13 ,14  
Vernon V-May 15 ,16 ,17
Doom Open 6:30 p.m. TUI 12 p.m. Nigtilly 
Stage and Walcr Revue —  8:15 p.m. 
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Presbytery Women Hold 
Successful Annual Meet
BISHOP McCarthy makes pastoral visit
Leaving Immaculate Concep­
tion Church just after admini­
stering Confirmation to 154 per­
sons is bishop of Nelson Catho­
lic diocese. Most Rev. T. J .
McCarthy, D.D.. of Nelson, and 
flanked by Rev. M. Guinan of 
Rutland on left and Rev. W. J. 
Harrison, Revelstoke. Bishop 
McCarthy, feted at public re­
ception later at St. Joseph’s 
Hall, is second bishop of Nelson 
Diocese and one of tallest pre­
lates in Canada.—Courier Staff 
Photo—prints avalablc.)
ROME f Reuters'—The struggle 
to capture Italy’s nuclear power 
market is reaching a head as five 
British and five United States 
firms put in bids for what is re­
garded as the most important 
contract ever o f f e r e d  in the 
atomic energy industry.
So far. each side claims one 
construction order in the coun­
try’s nuclear power program an­
nounced last summer, with a 
British firm having secured the 
first signed contract.
. SENN. an Italian government! 
body, is inviting tenders for a' 
third 150-megawatt plant costing, 
around $55,000,000 to be located j 
somewhere between Rome and 
Naples. It will supoly electricity 
for about 100,000 Italians.
The selection panel for the con­
tract, heavily backed by the 
World Bank, is an indeoendent 
international body of nuclear cx- 
oerts under the chairmanship of 
W. B. Lewis, vice-oresident of 
r e s e a r c h  and development, 
Atomic Energy of Canada Lim­
ited.
TWO T tPE S
Experts regard its verdict as a 
basic decision between the Amer­
ican-type pressurized water re­
actor using enriched uranium and 
the Calder Hall 'British' type 
which runs on natural uranium.
The American type is consid­
ered more flexible and adaptable 
to new types of fuel, as well as 
being cheaper to build. The Brit­
ish type, described as needing 
cumbersome m a c h i n e r y  to 
pass the unrefined uranium fuel 
through the burner at high speed, 
costs more to build but is cheaper 
to run.
The panel hopes to announce its 
award in time for the second 
United Nations conference on the 
peaceful uses of atomic energy in 
Geneva Sept. 1.
On it. the World Bank, one of 
the few bodies that can afford to 
finance nuclear projects, is likely 
to base its future investments, 
and experts believe that it will 
dictate the pattern of nuclear de­
velopment in industry for some 
time to come.
RUTLAND — Annual meeting 
of the Kamloops-Okanagan Pres­
bytery Women's Associations was 
held at the Rutland United 
Church Wednesday. There was a 
large attendance of delegates 
from all over the presbytery and 
a full day of activity for the 
delegates attending.
Following registration of the 
delegates, and a welcome by the 
Rutland WA, given by their 
president, Mrs. S. Bcardmorc, 
there was a short service of wor­
ship. Annual reports were pre­
sented by the various officers, 
after which there was a litera­
ture Misplay.
At 12:15 lunch was served by 
the Rutland ladies. Greetings 
were extended to the delegates 
by Rev. J. A. Bernard Adams, 
and by the WMS Presbyterial by 
Mr."-, b . M. Black.
Mrs. W. C. Gutterldge, presi­
dent of the B.C. Conference pA. 
sp o k e  on "Work of Women in the 
Church.” At the afternoon ses­
sion there was a report on the 
hghlights of the B,C. Conference 
WA by Mrs. J. C. Wilcox, a book 
review by Mrs. C. Wylie, a re­
port on Christian citizenship by 
Mrs. T. F. McWilliams and an 
interesting talk by Mrs. W. C. 
Gutteridge.
NEW OFFICERS 
Election of officers completed 
the day’s business. New officers 
are; president, Mrs. H. Grafton, 
Kamloops; first vice-president.
Mrs. B. M. Clarke. Kercmcos; 
second vice-president. Mrs. A. 
Hopkins of Vernon; recording 
secretary, Mrs. A. Sheldrake. 
KamlooDs: corresponding secre­
tary. Mrs. G. Hay. Kamloops: 
treasurer, Mrs. J. Heagland, 
Salmon Arm.
BOARD OF TRADE
The Rutland Board of Trade 
held the monthly meeting in the 
fire hall annex Wednesday, Pres­
ident Bert Hill reported on the 
recent Okanagan-Boundary As­
sociated Boards of Trade quart­
erly rfleeting in Naramata. which 
he attended in company with H. 
Whitaker, as a representative of 
the Rutland board.
The meeting discussed the Rut­
land board’s part in the coming 
Rutland Centennial Day, May 19, 
and decided to put in a  float for 
the queen, and arrange for 
another for ,the queen’s attend­
ants. The board rnembers wjll 
also operate the midway,
’Tlte matter of 'numbering the 
houses on the nrore closely set­
tled roads in Rutland was raised 
by J. Ivans, and it was agreed to 
turn this over to a committee of 
the Board for study and report. 
The meeting endorsed a resolut­
ion calling for widening the 
Black Mountain Road to provide 
foot passage for pedestrians, be­
cause of a recent accident, and 
the possibility of more, due to 
the narrowness of the highway.
Economists Suggest Ottawa 




First official pastoral visit
here this year was made this 
week by Most Rev. ,T. J . .Mc­
Carthy, DD, bishop of the Cath­
olic diocese of Nelson.
While here he administered the 
Sacrament of Confirmation to 138 
children and 16 adults Wednes­
day night, was guest of honor at 
a public reception at St. Joseph’s 
Hall later that evening and an­
nounced that additional^ class­
room space would be provided for 
pupils attending St. Joseph’s 
parochial school before a new 
church could be considered.
Need for additional space for 
■chool has become critical’ and 
all during the present school 
term, the classrooms have been 
jammed, even requiring stag­
gered classes in Grades III and 
IV
. The need for a larger church or 
an additional one has been press­
ing for years. Church of the Im­
maculate Conception is crowded 
lor nearly every one of the five 
masses every Sunday, 
PREPARED BY SISTERS 
.As many of the parents had to 
remain outside ns were able to 
get inside for Wednesday eve­
ning’s confirmation exercises, 
which lasted for an hour and a
***For several months before, the 
children had been prepared for 
this occasion by the Sisters of 
Charity (of Halifax) who teach 
at St. Joseph’s School.
Asislstlng the bishop were Rt. 
Itev. W. B. McKenzie, DP, Kel­
owna's parish priest. Rev. P. 
McCarthy, assistant priest at 
Kelowna; Rev. W. J. Harrison. 
Revelstoke; Rev. M. Gulnfm, Rut­
land; Rev. M, O’Reilly, Lumby, 
and Rev. A. Meulenberg, Sum- 
merland. (The Nelson diocese 
boundary extends north from 
Rutland In a line to Include Lum- 
bv and Revelstoke, but does not 
include Winfield, Oyama or 
i Vernon).
At the reception, where tea 
and refreshments were provided 
by the Kelowna Subdivision of the 
Catholic Women’s Longue. His 
Excellency met and chatted with 
many of the Kelowna parishlon- 
ers.
HEAD TABLE
While refrcshment.s were being 
served. His Excellency sat at 
the head table with Msgr. Mc­
Kenzie ahd Fathers 0  Reilly, 
Harrison and Guinan. , . .
The bishop, accompanied by 
Msgr. MdKcnzie, left, Thursday 
aflcrnoon for Summeriand, where 
he ndinlnistovcd confirmation 
last night. He will do the same
Cousins, Susanne de Montreuil,
Penne Dodd, Neil Duffy, Eugene 
Fischer, Maty . Franz, Sharon 
Goetz, Elaine Gregory, Anne 
Grieg, Charlotte Hagel, Judith 
Hepton.
Schmidt, John Simonin, Malcolm 
McCormick, Keith Materi, Fran 
cis Wirachowsky and Janet 
Jennens.
SMALL PROFIT
In the field for the contract are 
five BriUsh, five American, one 
Canadian and two French firms.
So great will be the indirect 
value of the contract that the 
cash profit for the winner is ex­
pected to be small. British firms 
are afraid that their American ri­
vals with larger capital assets 
may offer to. undertake the job 
at a loss.
American firms, dependent on 
the high lending rates of the 
Import-Export Bank, fear that the 
British, helped by government 
loans, may be able to undercut 
them now that the British bank 
rate has beien dropped by one per 
cent.
OTTAWA (CP) — A firm of 
economists have suggested to the 
f e d e r a l  government that it 
quit subsidizing the nation’s gold 
mines and pay more for the gold 
they produce.
The i n d u s t r y ,  said W. F. 
Loughced Associates of Toronto, 
"is sick." Without some form of 
immediate aid, gold mining and 
the 150.000 Canadians from the 
Yukon to Eastern Canada who 
depended on it for a livelihood 
faced a bleak, uncertain future.
Major centennial celebration 
takes place in Kelowna today 
and tonight when Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra presents 
concerts for children (in after­
noon' and adults at Memorial
Arerra. Conductor Irwin Hoff­
man. above, has been with th« 
orchestra for over five years, 
and has made VSO among first 
ranked organizations on con­
tinent.
The sweeping study was car­
ried out on behalf of 37 gold-min­
ing communities w h i c h  dele­
gated the industrial commission 
of gold-conscious ’Timmins, Ont., 
to act for them.
Daryl Hudson, Allan Kirschner, 
Daniel Krebs, Murray Lang. Anna 
Lanzinger, Richard Leskosek, 
Ronald Lessard, Doreen Luknow- 
sky, Donald Martv, Judith Meun- 
ier, Donald Nicholls, Louise Paul, 
Michael Schleppe. Craiff Simon, 
Jacqueline Simonson. Eric Sol- 
losy, Joan Trenn. Bernice Veller, 
Wilfria Walls. Ian Whitehouse, 
Maureen Willis, Brian Yochim, 
Albert Zalser.
Micliael Bennett. Anna Bert- 
ucci, James Biechel, Andrea Bur­
bank. ChristoDher Butler. Clar 
iece Camobell, Bernadette Cas 
orso, Denise de Montreuil, Kerry 
Denegrie, Shannon Denegrie, 
Ronald Douillard, Wayne Ferstel, 
Frank Fischer, Bonnie Gable, 
Frances Hubicz, Anne Lavery, 
Jennifer Lavery, Lynda Neigum, 
Larry Paul, Sharon Schmidt, 
Daniel Smith, Mario Truant, 
Peter Utley.
Allan Vetter. Lucille Wunder­
lich, Loui.se Wunderlich, Mary 
Ann Zalser, Terence Campbell, 
Kenneth Solmer. David Sollosy 
Kenneth Unser, Michael Pugliese 
Harold Schneider, Joan Schneid 
er, Lawrence Schnell, Ervin 
Schand. Carol Rampone. Ray 
mond Rampone, Renny Rantucci 
Adrianne Roberts, Louise Taylor 
Sharon Wirachowsky, Janis Ward 
Joyce Wagner, Caroline Ussel 
man, Sharon Ulrich.
Franclon Simonin, Donna Stop- 
pa, Barbara Thiedc, Anthony 
Ibarnki, Evelyn Ibarakl, Monica 
1111, Daniel Kam. Kenneth Kam 
Shirley Kantz, Annette Kirschner 
Dlnno Klasscn, Andrey Kula 
Marllee Hodgklnson, David HoUt 
zkl, Barbara Holly, Jack Holly 
Sandra Hubbard, Marjorie Iba 
rakl, Gordon Schuck,. Philip 
Barrc, Gerald Blelle. Bcrnadlna 
Bongers, Theodora Bongers.
Sundra Boniface, Manfred Bof 
szcz, Patrick Brownc-Clayton, 
Shane Browne-CInyton, John Bui- 
och, Annette Bundschuh, Richard 
Bundschuh, Linda Nerllnger, W J- 
lelmtna Dcarlng; Donald Favell, 
Albert Thlcde, Kenneth Rambold, 
Raymond Kula, Dina Macrl, 
James Welsh, David Hawley, 
Qaetan Montagtoion. Robert Lcs- 
sard, Rudolph Danjanov, Marvin 
Dodds, Louise 0.ssmann, Piano
nt Pcntlctoh tonight and then will 
take part—in his capacity as state 
chaplain—in the Knights ofX o- 
lumbus .state convention at Pen
tlcton Saturday and Sunday.
Bishop McCarthy came to Kcl 
owna Wcilncsdny from Revel 
Btoke', where ho had confirmed a 
largo class l\icsday night. 
CIIIIJftREN CONFIRMED 
Naincs of children who march 
c(t Bolfcmly and devoutly into the 
church (the glrta' dressed in 
white with veils and the t>oys in 
gray trousers with bhie bliuers 
and re<t tie ', (o Ik- eonfumed. and 
at the end of the service miuch- 
ed out again, were:
Wayne Bedford. Derek Bini. 
Morvin Braudel. Gregory Brio 
nettp. Audrey Campl'eH. Carla 




SEZANA, Yugoslav-ltalian Bor 
der (Reuters' — Some 80,000 
people, freed of passport and 
visa formalities, c r o s s e d  the 
Yugoslav - Italian border almost 
3,000,000 times last year.
Officials claim that the 207- 
mile-long frontier now is among 
the most free in Europe.
Until 1954, armed guards and 
barbed - wire barricades blocked 
the way across the border while 
world statesmen argued about 
how to settle the Trieste prob­
lem. It finally was solved by an 
agreement to put the city of Tri­
este, six miles from the border, 
under Italian rule, while Yugo­
slavia was given n large area of 
the Trieste "hinterland."
Today, relations are so good 
that 300,000 people living on the 
Italian side and 150,000 on the 
Yugoslav side have the right to 
cross the border four times every 
month and to stny up to throe 
days on the other side with noth­
ing more than a special pass 
Issued by the local authorities.
'There are 56 crossing points, 
one every four miles, and cross- 
frontier bus services run three 
times a day.
DIG BUSINESS
LONDON (CP)—Britain is the 
world’s largest exporter of foot­
wear, .says the British Shoe In­
dustry periodical, with an exixirt 
last year of 9,407,6.55 pairs. Can­
ada, bought more .than 935,000 
pairs of shoes from Britain last 







Taken by our photographer. 
It la caay to got oouvenlr 
photqa of the time you were In 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or pul tlicm In your 
album.
Large Oloaay x  
Only fl.00
No Phone Ordeii PleaSe 
Order at the Business Office
BUENOS AIRES (R euters)- 
Tea planters in the fertile prov­
ince of Misiones are watching 
their young bushes budding. But 
instead of rejoicing at the sight, 
they ask each other with worried 
frowns; "What shall we do with 
all this tea?”
For nearly 12 years, the impor­
tation of tea into Argentina was 
banned as a luxury. Realizing 
what it was worth, planters 
cleared the snake-infested bush 
land of Misiones and part of the 
p r o v i n c e  of Corrientes and 
planted their crops.
The pioneers. made quick prof­
its. So many joined in the rush, 
however, that the yield of the 
plantations w i t h i n  two years 
(when the young plants reach 
fruition) will be eight times Af' 
gentina’s needs.
The potential annual yield of 
80,000 nere.s under ten is esti­
mated to be well above 55,000,000 
pounds. Argentina's t o t a l  con­
sumption of tea is barely 6,500,000 
pounds. Already this year’s pro­
duction of ten has caused a dras­
tic drop in local market prices
What Is worse, planters have 
been told by tea experts from 
U>ndon and Ceylon that the raw 
material they are nursing ranks 
among the world's best but that 
local processing methqds are too 
primitive. . '
Local growers lack adequate 
machinery, and export prospects 
are slim.
W estwood Says 
B.C. W ill A llo w  
P riva te  Zoos
VICTORIA (CP) — Recreation 
and Conservation Minister West- 
wood says it is the B.C. 
government’s policy to allw pri­
vate zoos in the province but all 
such zoos will be subject to thor­
ough inspection and more strin­
gent regulations.
Meanwhile the Society for Pre­
vention of Cruelty to Animals 
said it will campaign Vby all 
lawful and democratic means” 
for complete abolition of private 
zoos in B.C.
Mr. Westwood said he would 
instruct g a m e  commissioner 
Frank Butler to ensure that 
every precaution is taken at pri­
vate zoos operated in Victoria, 
Nanaimo and Nelson. He said a 
thorough inspection would be 
made as a security measure be­
fore new regulations are drawn 
up.
The minister made his state­
ment following a meeting with 
officials of the SPCA.
The findings, placed today be­
fore Finance Minister Fleming, 
blamed most of the industry’s 
ills on United States refusal to 
raise the price of gold which has! 
remained at $35 an ounce since 
1934.
TWO PROPOSALS
It proposed alternative solu­
tions;
1. Replacing subsidies under 
the Emergency Gold Mining As­
sistance Act with a new mint 
gold price of between $40 and $45 
an ounce, independent of the U.S.j
2. Retaining the Assistance Act 
but deleting its "emergency” 
concept and writing in a clause 
permitting gold mines either to 
sell at a fixed price over $35 — 
in which case they wouldn’t get 




ernment reported Thursday that 
employment in U.S. manufactur­
ing industries dropped by 270,000 
in April compared with March. 
The drop to 15,100,000 was de­
scribed as considerably more 
than usual for the season.
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica (Reu­
ters)—Mario Echandi was sworn 
in Thursday as president of Costa 
Rica.
SALK ARRIVES
MANCHESTER. England (Reu- 
ters) — A fresh batch of 5,00(J 
pounds of salk polio vaccine ar­
rived by air Thursday from Mon­
treal. I ’he vaccine—enough to In­
oculate 500,000 children — was 
taken to Liverpool for storage. It 
will be distributed to local health 
authorities.
Platinum, used In industry as 
well as for Jewelry, Is a harder 
metal than gold or silver.
£t/efyone's cfioioB-fbtMOM
X
on Mofhe/s Vat/, M a t/ii&
Free Estiniafe
•  Lighting Consultants
•  Electrical 
(Contractors














All children, who will ^  eligible^ as begW rs to 
attend school in September this year, will be required to 
be registered at the following schools, between May 12th 
to 16th inclusivc.Wrom 3:00 to 4:30 p.m.
'I bis applies to children who will bcVix not later than 
the 3lst December, 19.')8.,
CITY OF KELOWNA 
Cordon St, School
\  Dcllurt Ave. School
V  Glenn Ave. Schciol 
Raynidr Avc. School 
Graham St. School
RUTLAND
' Rutland Jr^Sr. High School
All other areas will he notified later of their registra­
tion times,
IJiith Certificates must be produced,
F. MACKLlN, Sccrctary-Ticasufor.
.School District No. 23 (Kelowna)
CARTRIDGE PEN
Never goes near an 
Ink bottle I To fill, eimply 
insert cartridge of 
famoue Sk rip writing 
fluidi To refill» Just flip 
out the empty and 
• flip In the new! Y
f t o  d i p l  N o  d u n k t  N o  m o o t t
8o clean, quick and aaBy...you can 
ilU it with your eyes closedi All you 
do is unscrew tip and drop in cartridge, 
factory-filled with genuine SArip 
writing fluid. Cartridgea can’t  break 
or apill, eo you can carry a reserve 
supply in pocket,or purse. L>iew 
Sheaffer SkripttH pen, in your choice 
of six colors, is a fountain psn you’ll 
be proud to give...and want to own!
From * 8 ® *  lo e O F B
(Prict Includat two txtra ciriridges) ^
FIv* c»(ifidg«i of g yp  
writing fluid |n convenient, 
flip-top peckige, 
only 4 ) 0 ^
PIVI
••aeeaiNe B4SI
Let yoof local Elephant Brand Fertllker dealoi  ̂ihbw you how, 
to got more from your land with the** high onolyiie productw
Asimonloai PNmhM 11^
HmmoRlom Sulphate 11-041 to s e e jiw  H ltr«e^M P h«U  • 1 ^  
Cimplete Feitillier U M l-IO  Mltraprilh
\  CoraolaM fe rtllU e r................ ... IM W O
Wrip-ttound pslst 
wriui bitudiuiiir, a*- 
lKUli«ii|rlp|liilwrltM
Choose your gift of a Skripsert cartridge pen today! 
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co. of Cijinada Ltd.
M I G H  / \  M A L E S ' ®
f e r t i l i z e r s
TUe CO»rtOtlDAT)EO MMUUQ U0  taaBLTIMO COMPANY Of CANADA UPaitlO 
, B.C. SA til OfflCIl soe. MAWN« SOKLOtNO, VANCOUVEW. B.t.
GROWERS SUPPLY CO. LTD.
\ KELOWNA GROWERS EXCHANGE 
BRACKMAN-KER MILLING CO. LTD. 




LONG SUPER DRUGS LTD.
507 BERNARD AVE. — KEI^WNA, B.C.
JAMES HAWORTH &  SON
541 BERNARD A V E N IJ ^ ;-lifflB (5 W N A ,'B .C .
W . R. TRENCH LTD.
KlilOWNA, B.C.
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ROBIN LIKES DRESSY WHITE 
ALIX GAY STRIPED CASUALS
SORENTO IS USED FOR 
PLAYSUIT — COVERALLS
Fashion designers in Canada 
■re making a more sublte 
transition to the extreme style
changes than some of their 
European confreres. The drop­
ped waistline is featured in
this white sports model by 
Robin. The gay striped casual 
ensemble by Alix is even loss




'A lovely summer day blessed 
the ladles’ auxiliary membership 
tea at the Aquatic lounge on Wed- 
nfesday afternoon, and if it lacked 
in numbers, it made up in hos­
pitality. So many other teas were 
a|so going on that afternoon.
•Having a little' chat with Dave 
h^llns of the catering department, 
he informed me that the far end 
of the park, by the stadium and 
bfidge. will be favored with con-i they wilftmeet the right man!
MARY HAWORTH'S .MAIL
Satisfied Widow Advises Others 
To Face Reality, Forget Romance
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: I SPEAKS AS ONE 
have been interested in your let­
ters from middle-aged women, 
wanting a husband. They seem 
to think that if only they wear 
the right dress, say the right 
thing and go to the right place.
cession booths this summer, and 
the general public will be able 
to buy piping hot potato chips, 
cold drinks, light refreshments, 
and the ever favored hot dogs. 
What a blessing on those hot 
sOmmer days. Your picnic 
troubles will be at an end. This 
has long been a bone of conten- 
b{m to the many peoplefrequent­
ing die park, and I am sure will 
be a very welcome addition.
’Ogopogo reared his head out 
o( the water and was amazed 
to see that the last span on the 
new bridge had been fitted into 
pface. Next thing we know Prin­
cess' Margaret and all the -thou* 
sands of people that she will at- 
tr]^ct will be with us, and an 
eventful, day in the life of Kel 
owna will be past.
]Cheerio for now, be seeing you 
D ^ t week. >
. . OGOPOGO.
PEACHLAND
PEACHLAND—Mrs. E. Lawley 
o (  Oliver who has been visiting 
her sister, Mrs. W. D. Miller for 
a ‘few days, has returned to her 
home.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Heighway 
have returned from Vancouver, 
where Mrs. Heighway was a pa­
tient in St. Paul’s Hospital.
Attending the South Okanagan 
and Similkameen district rally 
o f Women’s Institutes, held at 
Oliver on Tuesday were Mrs. 
Kurt Domi, president of the 
Peachland branch; Mrs. W. D. 
Miller, Mrs. L. Ayres, Mrs. L. 
B. Fulks, Mrs. F. E. Witt and 
Mrs. Bruce Johnson.
The Mother’s Day tea to be 
hdd in the United Church hall on 
May 13, will feature a sale of 
chilldren’s sports clothing.
)[Plans arc going forward favor­
ably for the May . Day celebra- 
tiilns to b e  held on May 19. The 
cornmlUee met on Tuesday eve­
ning to finalize plans.
EVENING N^GIC
I want to thank you for tell­
ing them that NOT getting a pro­
posal at this age doesn’t neces­
sarily mean that they are un­
attractive. And that being lonely 
doesn’t have to mean that you 
are either unfriendly or neurotic.
I have been a widow for seven 
years; and I have got more out 
of life, being grateful for what 
I have, than in wasteful dream­
ing of love that may not be found 
again. .
Dates can happen to any wo­
man up to age 90—though they 
are apt to be more rare after 50. 
The later-life beaus usually turn
foolishly amorous.
OLDER BACHELORS 
ALL SEEM SHALLOW 
Older bachelors can be fas­
cinating company, but they are 
useful only as hosts and very 
casual friends. It scares them 
half to death if a woman seerns 
more than superficially interest­
ed; and then they aren't fun 
Sooner or later a mature-age wo­
man will want to know men of 
some depth and worth, -who_ are­
n’t afraid of the facts of life.
I still see and work with about 
the same number of men I knew 
and saw during my married 
years and before. 'This is be­
cause I take part in civic, char­
ity and church work and politics 
in my town. While there is noth 
ing romantic about these associ­
ations, they fill a gap in my. life 
just the santie, and la m  grateful 
I have wonderful children, who 
seem to be turning out well- 
despite the prophets of doom 
who feared I’d never manage 
without my husband. Still, I am 
sometimes lonely; and some­
times insecure. But I understand 
that everyone is, occasionally- 
even th^ married. When I stop 




Two things I wish for older 
women on their own: 1. I wish 
they could be just a bit more 
light-hearted about their recre­
ations; more able to enjoy fun 
together for its own sake—as 
men do. 2. I wish they wquld 
conie to facing life as H really 
-not as they think it ought to 
be.
Stay away from the discontent­
ed, the seH-centered, the whin­
ers. Go out with people you en- 
,oy and who add to,your life; or 
stay home and BE lonbly. Also 
be hopeful about life. Happiness 
is impudent, and appears often 
in places it isn’t supposed to be 
P.S, I love clothes and look- 
ng my best; and I’m not over­
weight. My daughter rejoices in 
>cople’s saying I look so young 
But I think she misses the point, 
which is: I have a vital npjHjar 
once because ITovc living.—F.S,
 ̂ By TEBA WINSTON 
"Hero l» » nice bit of tum- 
t l io u t ' n»<i«Ic^\eookcd up for 
■timmcr eti«nfnl|i9. Tl̂ p drcs.5 la
of navy and 1*““----- -
cu- ...
vdth very narrow shoulder 
aitapa. Over It ip shown a 
chiffon blouse with high 
afc»pod >wick, in IrOnt. 
ntlng In b deep V with 
•rid (lrcs«-lcn«th panel floiRing 
Id back., Hovcrplblc, It can 
■Xso 1)0 ' worn from back to 
IfonU '
hither and YON
White nar.'issl combined with 
pink ana n au\4S tulips in stand­
ards, L (u.tvl lie  floral setting 
in Si. i.iit iu ..n u d  All Angels 
Anglican Cl.urch on the after­
noon of Saturday. May 3, when 
Laura, third daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. C. R. Lee, Kelowna, be­
came the bride of Mr. Henry 
Ai.drew Grieve of Oyama. Arch­
deacon D. S. Catchpole officiat­
ed at the ceremony.
The sheath model worn by the 
bride was of shell pink French 
hand drawn lace allied with silk 
organza. Appliqued scalloped 
lace followed the line of the 
sheath from neckline to hem, 
and continued over the shoulder 
to a low V in the back from which 
panels of silk organza floated to 
the hem-linc.
Front and back panels of 
pleated organza formed the bo­
dice which featured an empire 
waistline ' a n d  bracelet length 
sleeves. Pink nylon mitts and 
satin slippers continued the deli­
cate theme. Her imported cloche 
of nylon tufted straw was orna­
mented by a rhinestone clip mat­
ching her necklace. The colonial 
bridal bouquet was composed of 
delight roses, stephanotis, and 
ivy.
An aqua ballerina length dress 
of organza and lace was the 
choice of Mrs. D. Routledge, sis­
ter of the bride, and her matron 
of honor. Her caplet, gloves and 
pumps were of a matching color 
She carried a colonial bouquet 
of white marguerites
Little Shannon Bews, niece of 
the bride, wore a frock of soft 
pink silk organdy with peter-pan 
collar edged in dainty lace, and 
a pert caplet with small French 
flowers at the sides, trimmed 
with a large pink taffeta bow 
which hung in streamers to her
WHO KNOWS
DEAR F. S.: You seem to 
know what you are talking about. 
Your testimony indicates that 
you are living fully, which is to 
say, living now—making satis­
faction of "what is’’, instead of 
straining anxiously towards an­
other day (in the future or the 
past); or towards a different 
(or imagined) set of circum­
stances.
Also I say amen to your idea 
that women on their own should 
learn to have fun for its own 
sake—not to get a man, or to 
stay in the social swim, or to ex­
tract some "practical’’ advant­
age froni the occasion. But sim­
ply to savor the delight of enjoy­
ing aliveness.
Women who have this faculty 
are seldlom on-their-own for 
long, however. People gravitate 
to.'them iis bees-to- the flowers— 
drawn by their’charm, which has 
nothing to do with calculated 
dress.
Pictorial appearance attracts 
m en,,yes; but helping them feel 
good keeps them around. —M.H.
Mary Haworth counsels through 
her column, not by mail or per­
sonal interview. Write her in 
care of The Kelowna Daily Cour-
HOME FOR HOLIDAY . . 
Miss Louise Goldsmith, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. George Gold­
smith, Okanagan Mission, is en­
joying a month’s holiday with her 
parents before returning to St. 
Paul’s hospital where she is a 
nurse in training.
WILL ATTEND GRADUATION 
. . . Mr. and Mrs. H. V. 'Van 
Ackeren will journey to Vancou­
ver this weekend to attend the 
graduation exercises at the Van­
couver General Hospital, in which 
their daughter Valerie will par­
ticipate.
waist. She carried a colonial Kamloops.
nosegay of delight roses ^and 
white feathered carnations. ] 
Mr. B. A. Trump was best man| 
and Michael Grieve, small soni 
of the groom stood with his fa­
ther during the wedding cere­
mony. Ushers were Const. S. 
Hobbs, Verno Greste and John 
Foley.
For her daughter’s wedding 
Mrs. Lee chose a brown floral 
print silk suit, with which she 
wore fawn accessories. Her cor­
sage was of pink feathered carn­
ations.
The reception was held on the 
spacious lawn of Mr. and Mrs 
D a v e  Chapman’s lakcshore 
home. ’The bride’s table was cov­
ered with a hand crocheted cloth 
and centred with a three tiered 
wedding cake, nesting in pink 
tulle, flanked on either side by 
two bowls of pink carnations. 
’Three bowls of multi-colored 
peonies ornamented the long buf­
fet table.
Toast to the bride was pro­
posed by Mr. Charles Hubbkrd 
and the toast to the bridal attend­
ants was made by Mr. Trump. 
Pouring were Mrs. H. M. True­
man and Mrs. Edwin Ellis. Ser- 
viteurs were the Misses Sheila 
Blackie, Kasey Wood, Nancy 
Gcnetti, Joan McLeod, and Pam 
Pollard, Mrs. Dick Hall and Mrs. 
R. Lee.
For her going away outfit the 
bride chose a blue-grey fitted 
suit with a detachable grey 
squirrel peter pan collar. An 
apricot straw pill-box hat, acces­
sories entone, and an orchid cor­
sage completed her ensemble. 
Out-of-town guests Included Mr. 
and Mrs. C. R. Lee, jr., from 
Alberni, Mr. and Mrs. R. Rout- 
ledge, North Vancouver; Mr. 
and Mrs. Edwin Ellis, Sorrento, 




ling to hdd  In !id l W th t
Ifurst Thijrsaay ot .to*.,-.
URGE SYMPOSIUM 
MOSCOW (Reuters)—A special 
symposium in the United States 
on radioactive fallout and the 
radioactivity of sea i^atcr was 
recommended ’Thursday by a
WINFIELD — Five new mem­
bers were welcomed at the old 
age pensioners’ organization' 
meeting held in the club room of 
the Memoral Hall recently. This 
btings the total membership to 
over forty.
Present were 30 members. V. 
R. McDonagh, president, was in 
the chair. A sing-song of popular 
aqjd oldtime songs and hymns 
was enjoyed by all.
As no special entertainment 
was arranged the president was 
asked to speak on his recent trip 
to California. Some thirty-five 
picture post cards were circulat­
ed among the members to help 
explain the different places.
Refreshments followed, hostess­
es being Mrs. E. Hall, Mrs. F. 
Sommerville, Mrs. S. Tyndall and 
Mrs. Chapman.
Films of prize and other lovely 
gardens of Kelowna and district' 
are promised for the next meet-
UNESCO
here.
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For Mother. .  • foot comfort and 
glamour, too
Choose for her from our array of practical, and pretty 
gift slippers, in suede or leather, mules or 0  0 ^





'The engagement is made known 
today by Mr. and Mrs. Hugh 
Alexander Burnett, yancouver, of 
their only daughter, Mary Lou, 
to Alistair John Galbraith, only 
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Gal­
braith of Kelowna.
The wedding will take place on 
May 30 at 8 plm. at Ryerson 
United Church, Vancouver. The 
bride-elect is a graduate of Van­
couver General Hospital, the 
groom a UBC graduate in com­
merce and n affiliate of Delta 
Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
ALICE WINSBY Women’s Editor
FRI., MAY 9, 19SS THE DAILY COURIER
Preparation. For Scholarships 
Should Begin In Early Grades
Little G irl's Lingerie Pretty 
And Also Practical These Days
By ELEANOR ROSS
REMEMBER the day when a 
woman saved her prettiest pet­
ticoat, her fanciest slip, for a 
very special occasion? She 
wouludn’t have dared, too many 
years ago, to wear her , best lin­
gerie every day.
But look at us now! We think 
nothing of hopping into the 
frothiest of undies, just to go 
about our everyday chores or to 
run down to market.
psy c h o lUg ic a l  e f f e c t
And why shouldn’t we? Pretty 
lingerie has always had a fine 
psychological effect on a wo­
man’s frame of mind. Now that 
we can afford to wear pretty 
things every day in the week, 
we might ns well enjoy them.
Production a n d  distribution 
methods keep costs way down, 
considering the beauty of the 
merchandise. Twentieth century 
synthetic fibers give up luxury 
that is long-lastsing and so easy 
to care for.
Lingerie . for the small fry I? 
ever so pretty, too.
A friend of ours told us that 
her little daughter is really en­
joying the petticoat we gave her 
for her birthday, \
It was a frothy thing, all net 
ruffles and ribbons, wlUv « rose­
bud. here and there. It loolccd 
too delicate to handle, yet her 
child wore it almo.st every day 
heenuse it made her feel like a 
storybook , princess.
i t
• And no matter how smudged 
aijd soiled it got, all Mother had 
to do was give it a turn in the 
washing machine and clothes 
dryer.
PRETTY BUT PRACTICAL
If we, had paid a fortune for 
a gift, it couldn’t have contrib­
uted more to a little girl’s happi­
ness. Shq has somching that is 
always ready to go to a party, 
yet it is practical for everyday 
wear.
It is never too early to incul­
cate a sense of beauty and pride 
in dainty dressing in a little 
girl.
This is not Vanity. It is a part, 
a large part, of being completely 
feminine. No matter how the 
world and its values change, the 
woman who is utterly feminine, 
as well as practical, will always 
be cherished. We’re pretty sure 
of that!
MORE IN SCHOOL
OTTAWA (CP) Canada’s 
school - going children totalled 
nearly 3,1500,000 In 1956-57, the 
bureau of statistics said Thurs­
day. All provinces, ns well ns the 
Yukon nncl Northwest Territories 
and the Indian schools, reported 
increased e n r o Imcnts. Private 
schools had 151,141 pupils,from 
kindergarten to grade 13, and 
publicly-controlled .schools had 3,- 
297,4.50 for a total of 3,448,591.
By GARRY CLEVELAND 
MYERS, Ph.D.
THOUSANDS of scholarships 
will soon be available for bright 
and diligent high school grad­
uates; still more of them, no 
doubt, in coming years.
To win one of these scholar­
ships, a youth will need to have 
more than a high I.Q. and more 
to keep it. He will have had to 
master skills and knowledge and 
have given proof that he can 
take responsibility for self-disci 
pline, as a student. The compe­
tition will be terrific.
WON’T WIN 
In many senior high schools 
right now, there are a number 
of very bright boys and girls 
who won’t be able to win a 
scholarship because they have­
n’t made good school marks up 
to now. Many of these children 
have not excelled at school in 
any grade. There are various 
reasons such as lack of interest, 
of studiousness or reading skill.
If you have evidence that 
your child, nqw in the 11th, 10th, 
9th or earlier grades, has aver­
age or superior intelligence, you 
might find ways of helping him 
prepare now to try for a scholar­
ship in senior high school. The 
younger he is, the more can be 
done to this end.
EARLY TRAINING NEEDED 
One essential thing any parent 
might do is to train the child, 
as early as possible, in readiness 
to overcome resistances, to do 
what he is supposed to do but 
would rather not do.
A few geniuses now la college 
or professional school, who have 
never learned to do what they 
didn’t feel like doing, have found 
learning from books so fascinat­
ing that they have used neces­
sary effort to excel at learning 
without being driven to It or 
without driving themselves. But 
most have not excelled without 
considerable conscious effort. 
PARENTS’ FIRST CONCERN 
If you have ambition for your 
child, now in grade school, to go 
on to college, your first- concern 
.should be to sec that he becomes 
a good render. If he Is In the 
fourth or fifth grade, and is a 
retarded render, you should 
realize that his chances for en­
tering college will bo very slim 
unless ways are soon found to
help him improve his reading 
skill.
'The chances are still slimmer 
if he is in the 7th, 9th or 10th 
grade.
Don’t let any school official 
tell yoii to leave it to the school 
unless you see evidence that the 
school is really doing something 
about the matter right now 
Without such assurance, you 
could afford to make greater sac 
rifice to get the help of an ex­




Q. Should we expect a teen 
age youth to do well at school 
without doing homework?
A. Not unless he is a genius 
Even then he should profit from 
doing some homework.





Did you know that Fumerton's stock 
Greeting Cards?
You can get an appropriate Mother’s Day Card here to 
go with your ^ft«wrapped selection.
IDEAS FOR LATE GIFT SHOPPERS
Damask Tablecloth and'Napkin Sets ’
Gift Boxed .................. :.............................. ......
Embroidered Pillow Cases.
2 per box .............................. ....... .......
1 Sheet and 2 Matching Pillow Cases.
Dan River . . .  Blue, Pink, Yellow and Green
1 Bath Towel and 2 Face Qoths.





There’s only one more day’s shopping time for Mother’s 
Day gifting . . . If you’re stuck for ideas ask any of our 
willing assistants who will gladly advise you.
HANDKERCHIEFS
Delicate Embroidered Dress Handkerchiefs.
Each ............. ..............I.....:..... . ....................




W h e re  C ash Beats C re d it
f
Give her a priictical g i f t , . .
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All Entcrpri.se Gas Ranges cook your 
meals in\fa.st thne to n tender, , 
la.sty goodness.
PROPANE LTD.
526 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2244
MkRSHUl WELLS
F O R M U L A ^
Ir bondi so tightly on new wood that mois­
ture can't get thrpvgh to cause blistering I 
The only house point sold with a "double- 
your-money-bock" guarantee!
•  1 0 0 %  BlUler-Proof bn new  w aod I
•  M ore BlUler -  Retiitfant on pointed  
w eo d i
•  Stoiri-Proof. . .  no more ru ti atreoktl
•  Fume-Proof.'..no m oredifcolqrotionl
•  Self-Primi/io aea requir|tt no undercoot I
Use "Blister-Proof" Formula Sonyoyrnew  
home ornext repqint.
I
Beaed^\n the QMjjOR for ALLy n i pamtirq heebsi
MARSHALL WELLS STORE\
LOANE's Hardware, furniture & appliancfs
Owner
384 JEknuid Ave.y Kelowna 2025
away. Fishermen found other Jobs, 
when possible, or went on relief.] 
‘There are thousands of menj 
today who would return to fishingl 
if they had safe harbors," he. 
»aid. "And there’s lots of young 
men who would go to the fishery."
In most cases. Dodd says, a 
breakwater would solve the prob* 
lem. Concrete might crumble un­
der the sea’s pounding. The an­
swer would be breakwaters built 
of rock blasted from the cliffs 
that make up the Newfoundland 
coastline.
"The material is there." he 
says. "All they have to do is blast 
It loose."
COMPLAINT FROM SPACE: "FOOD IS NO GOOD'
Six U.S. navy men completed 
a simulated week-long trip to 
the moon at the Philadelphia 
naval base and the first man 
to emerge from the pre8suri/.t.“d 
cabin was parachute rigger
chief Forrest V. Miller of 
Swedcland, Pa., shown on 
scales being weighed In. The 
second man out is Meredith H. 
Radcllff of Norristown. Pa., 
left, emerging from the cham-
ber. During their week in the 
crowded cabin the men experi­
enced conditions that would pre­
vail on an actual trip beyond 
the stratosphere. Their one 
comi)laint: "We could have
bettor food."
4 Newfoundland Fishing Revival Said 
Possible Through Use Of Dynamite
By IAN MACdONALD 
Canadian Preaa Staff Writer
las the "long woods." and the dis-ithe job.
Itance the horses had to pull the! "Often a big sea would come 
c-r tn i iv c  ^as  called "the long just after the fishermen had re-
u /  .̂  l^lhaul." ;built or equipped themselves for
Dodd thinks a few sticks of when they made tHe.se tripslthe summer fishery. They’d have 
namite in the right places olast-jjjjpy often "up against snowito look out and see If the water 
Ing rock to build breakwaters sometimes they wcrejwas smooth before they’d dare
could lead to a revival of the temperatures 20 below i venture out of the harbor,
h  wfoundland fishing Industry^  ̂ heck] "In June or July there would
of a time trying to get back in a|be 800 to 1,000 quintals f ll2 
storm." I pounds to a quintal) of fish dry
Kelowna Book 
And Gift Shop 
Changes Hands
Former owner and manageress 
of the Kelowna Book and Gift 
Store Mrs. Ben Gant, has turned 
over her populuar shop to a Van­
couver couple.
Mrs. Gant. ‘Betty’, to all pat­
rons of the store who very soon 
became friends as well. ha.s been 
advised by doctors to discontinue 
her business activities.
Mrs. Gant started out in bus. 
iness on her own in January 
1957, and quickly built up a flour­
ishing trade retailing books, re­
ligious literature, china, glass­
ware, souveniers, gifts and greet­
ing cards.
New owners of the store arc 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Phillips, who 
for the past ten years have man­
aged a variety store on West 
Broadway in Vancouver.
The Phillips and their daughter 
Patsy, 13, were entranced with 
the Okanagan during vacations 
and have decided to make Kel­
owna their permanent home.
The 54-year-old resident of Tor- 
bay ha.s been fishing for 45 years, 
and has also been a prospector 
for the last eight years.
When he started fishing at age 
nine there wore about 300 fishing 
boats within a 15-milc radius of
Sometimes the horses injured 
themselves In the rough terrain. 
"Plenty of times their horses fell 
in ponds.
“One tlrhe there was a manwnva iuini •  thcrc W3S a an
^  this city and its large p o t e n t i a l , a l o n e  and the old sled up-
Ing on the wooden flakes." The 
fish represented hours of hard 
back-breaking labor by the fisher­
men and their wives, who did 
much of the curing
market.
"There were about 15 at Loggy 
Bay, 100 at Torbay, 15 at Middle 
Cove, 20 at Outer Cove, 30 at 
Flat Rock, 70 at Pouch Cove, 30 
at Bauline and 25 at Portugal 
Cove," he said.
"Today there’s only a few scat­
tered boats fishing out of some 
of these places.”
POUNDING SEAS
The rugged fishing communities 
were built along the rocky shore. 
Each year high seas came in and 
•mashed fishing stages and equip­
ment, and each year the sturdy 
fishermen would go as far as
set, pinning him under the wood 
against a stump which pierced 
his abdomen.
"He was there from three 
o’clock in the afternoon until 10 
in the morning of the next day. 
He lived through it."
FEW RESOURCES
In those days most men grew 
long w h i s k e r s  that became 
stained with tobacco juice and 
heavily - coated with ice in the 
woods. Dodd’s grandfather, Dick 
Crowe, was one such man. ‘‘That 
was some sight.”
What the fishermen needed
seven miles into the forest forj badly, Dodds says, was "a safe 
wood to rebuild. harbor." But they had neither the
The annual trip became known'equipment nor the resources for
A storm at this time often versal suffrage, 
ruined a fisherman and left him 
with nothing for the coming win­
ter.
Dodd recalls one Christmas 
morning when “everything was 
swept from the rocks—the stages, 
store houses, small shacks and 
two docks on the south side of 
Torbay at a place called Muscle 
Rock.”
YEARLY STRUGGLE
The fishermen had to start 
again from scratch. "They did 
that year after year. It was dis­
couraging."
As the years went on fisher­
men gave up the battle and one 
by one the fishing boats fell Idle.
Some were sold, others left to rot
FAVORS DEMOCRACY
RABAT. Morocco (Reuters)— 
King M o h a m m e d  V has an 
nounced a long-range plan to in­
troduce democratic institutions. 
He said In a radio broadcast 
Thursday night that his eventual 
aim Is to transform Morocco into 
a constitutional monarchy, with a 
national assembly elected by uni-
CANAL SAID PRACTICAL
SAINT JOHN. N.B. tC P )-  
Preseat economic, engineering 
and political conditions are favor­
able for a start of the long-pro­
posed Chignecto Canal, Per Hall, 
Montreal, president of Founda-
TllE DAILY COURIER 
FRL, MAY 9. 1958
TO SEE OTTAWA
OTTAWA (CPl-About 188 high 
school boys and girls f)rom all 
provinces converge on t>»e capital
poraUon Ltd., said Thursday. He In ciUienship" h e r e .said the canal through the 18- 
mile Isthmus of Chignecto, con­
necting N e w  Brunswick and 
Nova Scotia, is both feasible and 
practical.
QUEER LOOT
WEXHAM, England (CP) -  A 
thief who raided a house in this 
Buoklnghamshire village during 
the night stole a dog kennel.
sponsored by a service club. 
Tbey are to visit Parliament, 
tour govenvment buildings and 
universities, attend social func­
tions and 'hear speeches by par»_ 
Uamentarians, R C M P  Officers 
and government officials.
South Africa's flsheriM have an 
Btunual production of more than 
£12,000,000.
GUEST SPEAKER
Guest speaker at the Auto­
motive Transport Association’s 
annual convention to be held 
Saturday, in the Royal Anne 
Hotel is Harry Robertson, Sr.
chief assessment officer of the 
workmen’s compensation board 
in Vancouver. His subject will 
be "Financial Aspects of Work­
men’s Compensation in B.C."
ACT NOW IN FORCE
OTTAWA (CP) — The federal 
Fisheries Act has come into 
force in Newfoundland, effective 
last May 1, Fisheries Minister 
MacLean announced Thursday. 
All fisheries administrations In 
Canada now will be under the 
basic statute covering manage­
ment and regulation of the re 
source.
OKANAGAN PACKERS PURCHASE 
LOCAL COLD STORAGE PLANT
A property transfer of local commercial interest took 
place this week in the sale of the Kelowna Cold Storage 
building on Smith Avenue by the Winoka Co-operative 
Exchange to the Okanagan Packers Co-operative Union.
The building has a cold storage capacity of seventy 
thousand boxes of apples and was purchased by the Oka­
nagan Packers for the possible conversion to a Controlled 
Atmosphere Storage for McIntosh Red apples and to en­
sure ample cold storage facilities for the increased pro­
duction from their members’ orchards.







1485 ElUs St. 
Opposite (he Post Office
Dear Friends,
I wish to thank sincerely all my many 
dear friends and patrons of the Kelowna Book 
and Gift Shop who have been so loyal and 
wonderful in the past years. It has indeed 
been a great experience and pleasure to serv* 
you wonderful people of Kelowna. Again 
may I say thank you.
To Mr. and Mrs. Peter Phillips, who 
are now the new owners of the Kelowna Book 
and Gift Shop, I wish the Best of Success, 
and I know they arc eager to welcome and 
greet our many friends and customers, and 
will continue to contribute the same friendly 
service as in, the past, and also will contri­
bute much to the success and development o ' 
Kelowna.
BETTY.
Jloly B ib lt.'l
You can always be sure of finding the bestseller of the month here . . .  
all the latest copies in Fiction and Non-Fiction obtainable by request 
if not available in stock . .  Now in stock are Centennial Books^specially 
printed for the occasion . . . ideal souvenirs and gifts for'the folk 
in the "old country” . . . Shelves of books for the children, suitable for 
all ages.
We also stock the famous Pocket Editions Penguin and Pelican
Everything you will need at our Christian Book Department 
Literature and Helps
Bibles -  Prayer Books -  Testaments -  Hymnals
Religious Figurines . . . gifts for special occasidns
CO UTrS HALLMARK CARDS
We arc particularly proud of our display of the famous COUTT’S HALLMARK GREETING 
CARDS, and it’s no mean boast when we say it’s the largest.display counter in the Interior, to 
be precise 32’ long, so you can be sure of getting just the right card for any occasion . . ,  you 
still have time for a Mother's Day card to go with the gift that you will find here . . •
COSTUME JEWELRY
Our costume jewelry display features brooches . . . earrings. . ,  
necklets in filigree and stones of all kinds. Also on display on 
this stand . . .  Figurines and Animals made by Beswick of England, 
lifelike and a must for your china display cupboard.
\
-  GIFTS -
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
A corsage will be presented free to the 
first 100 Itadics visiting the store on 
Saturday, May 10th, and a special dis­
play of gifts will be on: offer at half 
price.
This is your opportunity to 
Come along and meet Mr. 
and Mrs. Peter Phillips the 
new owners of
LEATHER GOODS
Billfolds . . . Wallets . . . Writing S e ts ... 
Travel Cases . . .  Purses
Ideal presents for Birthdays and Special 
Occasions for either man or woman.
GLASS AND CRYSTAL
For all purposes—culinary and decorative
We are particularly proud of our Edinburgh 
Crystal Stemware, ask the assistant to show you 
these exquisite examples of Scotland’s master 
cratsmen.
Wall Plaques and Planters
In fine Coppcrwarc and Brassware
Mexican Pottery
If its something really different you want lor your 
home you will certainly be attracted to the Mexi­
can Pottery in its quaint native designs and color­
ing.
Many items of Woodware . . . a choice of wood 
finishes very attractively hand-painted
CHINA SETS
Designed for Centennial Year
B.C. Dogwood designed Royal Albert 
China Sets
Souvenirs of all kinds.
ENGLISH CHINA
Fine English China 










\  MR. PII1LL1PS
>. i t  <;|'v'4' '‘'f' i
MRS. PHILLIPS
BOOK
PHONE 3177 5 4 9  BERNARD AVE. PHONE
Ads Sell! They Rent! They Find! Phone 4 4 4 5
TIIE DAILY COUBIEE 
___  FBI.. »L%Y ». 1»M 8
Deaths
Help Wanted Cars And Trucks
MOSER — Funeral service for 
the late Mrs. Maria Josefa 
Moser, aged 82 years, of East 
Kelowna who passed away at her 
home on Thursday. May 8. will 
be held from St. Theresa’s Church 
on Saturday, May 10 at 10 a.m. 
Rev. Father M. J. Guinan will 
celebrate the Ma.ss, interment in 
the Rutland Cemetery. Prayers 
and Ro.sary will be recited in 
Day’s Chapel of Remembrance 
on Friday evening at 8:15 p.m. 
Surviving Mrs. Moser is one son 
Roy of Rutland, two daughters 
Mrs. Alisia Ziegler and Mrs. 
Theresa Bachmann of East Kel­
owna, 13 grandchildren, eight 
great grandchildren. Mr. Moser 
prcdccca.sed in 1936. Day’s 
Funeral Service Ltd. is in charge 




man to act as doorman 
at Param ount Theatre. 
Work is in evenings 
and on Saturdays, and 
would suit 




For appointm ent 
PHONE 3111
1951 HILLMAN SEDAN — IM­
MACULATE. Apply 1660 Ethel or 
phone 3670. 213
1955 G.M.C. TANDEM logging 
truck equipped with tandem Co­
lumbia 'Trailer. Very good shape, 
also 1955 TD 9 Crawler equipped 
with blade, winch and canopy, 
all working now. Also l*,i million 
feet of timber. Harold Malloek, 
Rutland, B.C. 214
1957 FORD ti-TON DELUXE. 
Very low mileage. Reasonable 
price. Will take small trade in. 
Phone 4023 days, 3422 evenings.
214
If
1957 AUSTIN .50 — UNDER 6000 
'inilc.s. $1500. Phone 4354 between 
C and 7 p.m. and Saturdays. 214
The Intertor’s Finest Mortuary
DAY'S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
We offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
In suitable surroundings.




HARD TIME HOCKEY HOE- 
DOWN a t Legion Hall. Saturday, 
May 17. Dancing 10 till 2. Admis­
sion $3.00 couple, lunch included.
220
KELOWNA ELKS CLUB wish to 
remind their members and many 
friends of the Gala opening of the 
Summer Season Dances, com­
mencing Saturday, May 17, 10 
p.m. 220
LARGE GROUND FLOOR DU­
PLEX .suite. 5 rooms and bath. 
No animals. Apply 832 Bernard 
Avc. 217
MODEL A FORD. BODY AND 
motor arc in excellent condition. 
Full price is $75 or nearest offer. 
Phone 3516 after 7 p.m. or all day 
on Sunday. 214
Politics Finds Fertile Soil In P.A. 
-  Seat Of Canadian Prime M inisters
PRINCE ALBERT, Sask. (CP) prime minister Mackenzie King.
1954 VOLKSWAGEN DELUXE — 
with radio. Low down payment 
or will take older car or Vi ton. 
Fred Wicbe, Wallace Rd., Rut­
land. 213
5 ROOM SUITE — CALL 
1660 Ethel or phone 3670.
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSE­
KEEPING room. Phone 3967.
213
SUITES AT C & C APART­
MENTS. Edgewood Road, Bank- 




LOST SATURDAY AT AQUA'OC 
—Brownie camera, with flash at­
tachment. Phone 4784. Reward.
214
Personal
ELDERLY WIDOW WILL Share 
her country home, north cast of 
Vernon, with another healthy, 
neat lady on pension or welfare. 




TW O~RW \Tf U^  Suite
— Rangette and refrigerator. Men 
preferred. Non drinkers. Phone 
8085. 215
1956 NASH METROPOLITAN — 
low mileage, fully equipped, 
$1,050.00. Can be financed. Phone 
8192, 845 Francis Avc. 216
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier 32-tff
1352 FORD FORDOR — MUST 
sell, leaving for U.S.A. Many 
extras. Apply 1017 Bernard. 
Phone 4570. 217
1 SINGLE AND 1 DOUBLE 
room — Newly furnished, avail­
able immediately. 966 BeVnard 
Ave. Call between 7 and 8 p.m.
214
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phone 2215. tf
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM 
—Apply 890 Bernard Avc. 214
Business Personal
ATTENTION! .
Have $5,000 to invest as active 
partner in reputable local busi­
ness or retail outlet.




FIVE ROOM DUPLEX SUITE— 
Available June 1. Phone 7564.
■ tf
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING rooms 
—Weekly, monthly rates. Phone 
3563. 215
SMALL FURNISHED LAKE- 
FRONT home at Okanagan Mis­
sion. Mrs. George Goldsmith. 
Phone 8165. tf
CAR AUCTION
12 cars to be auctioned 
Mercury, Ford, Chev., 
Pontiac, Dodge, Studebaker, 
Hudson
Monday Night, May 12
SAFEWAY PARKING LOT 
7:30 p.m.




North of Railway Tracks 




llooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 





Office: Rm. 2, Capital News Bldg. 
318 Bernard Avenue.
Business Hours; 9-5 p.m. 
Others by appointment
Phones: Bus. 2547 ReS. 7924 
M. Thur., Fri.. tf.
Board and Room
806
ROOM AND BOARD FOR Gentle­
man. Very close in. Phone 4312.
215
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. Phone 4236
222
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME 
Basement and carport, oak floors 
and tile. 883 Patterson Avc.
218
.GET YOUR PAINTING, DECO­
RATING, alterations done reason 
ably. Free estimates. Phone 
3563. 215
We R epair Electrical 
Household Appliances
Quick Service 




SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped 
Interior Septic Tank Service 
Phono 2674. tf
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE — 
Free estimates. Doris Guest 
Phono 2481. tf
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS 








ACRE ORCHARD, ONE Block 
sub-divided. Two bedroom home, 
good location. Box 1, Westbank
213
Auto Financing
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buY your new or late model car, 
see us about our low cost financ­
ing service, available for either 
dealer or private sales. Carruth- 
ers & Meikle Ltd., 364 Bernard 
Ave., Kelowna.
212, 213 , 214 , 224 , 225, 226
Boats and Engines
20 FT. INBOARD WITH trailer— 
Newly rqconditiqned Austin A40, 
Mahogany hull, unfinished deck 
Phone 3790 or 3006 Pendozi.
214
A SNAP! PRACTICALLY brand 
new 1956 Johnson privately owned 
30 H.P. Outboard Motor, WiU 
sacrifice for $300 or best offer. 
May be seen at Kelowna Marine 
and Equipment Ltd. tf
Articles Wanted
Three prime ministers-two Lib­
erals and a Conservative—have 
chosen this politics-conscious city 
of 22,000 as their electoral seat.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier and W. L. 
Mackenzie King, both Liberals, 
have been followed by Prime 
Minister Diefcn b a k e r ,  present 
member of the Commons for 
Prince Albert.
Mr, Diefenbaker, who came 
here in 1922 as an energetic 
young lawyer, is the only one of 
the three who has actually lived 
in Prince Albert.
LAURIER’S SLIM MARGIN 
Liberal dissension in the riding 
led to Sir Wilfrid Laurier accept­
ing a nomination as Prince Al­
bert’s candidate in the federal 
election of 1896. With the vote 
fast approaching,, Liberals could 
not decide on which of three can­
didates should run. A small, wor­
ried committee finally settled the 
issue by asking Sir VVilfrid to ac­
cept the nomination, and no one 
could object to having the party 
leader as candidate.
Sir Wilfrid accepted and led the 
Liberals to victory in 1896, al­
though he obtained a margin of 
only 44 votes in his “home” rid­
ing. He did not visit Prince Al­
bert until 1910, when campaigning 
for the 1911 federal election in 
which his government bowed to 
the Conservatives.
Mackenzie King, as prime min­
ister, took over the riding in 1926 
after suffering personal defeat in 
the Ontario constituency of Rus 
sell. Still prime minister, he suf­
fered personal defeat in Prince 
Albert in 1945, losing to a CCF 
candidate.'
Druggist Charles McDonald, 
Liberal who defeated young John 
Diefenbaker in the 1925 general 
election, yielded the seat to Mr. 
King early the following year. 
The prime minister had to con­
test it three times that year, 
twice in byelections and once in 
a general election. He took it by 
acclamation o n c e ,  and with 
handy majorities in. the other 
contests.
REPEATED SUCCESSES 
Mr. Mackenzie King’s govern­
ment r e s i g n e d  during the 
summer of 1926 while Conserva­
tive leader Arthur Meighen held 
power for three months, but Mr. 
King swept his party back to 
power in Septemljer. Mr. King 
was re - elected member for 
Prince Albert in 1930, 1935, and 
1940, although as leader of the 
opposition from 1930 to 1935 while 
R. B. Bennett’s Conservative gov­
ernment held sway.
But in the general election of 
1945 Mr. King Was defeated in 
Prince Albert by E. L. Bower- 
man, CCF, by a rqargin of 129 
votes, and he headed for a safer 
riding. He won a byelection in 
Glengarry, Ont., two m o n t h  s 
after the federal vote. Local Lib­
erals attributed his Prince Albert 
defeat to the fact he had not vis­
ited the riding during his 1945 
campaign.
Mr. Diefenbaker’s early politi­
cal career in Prince Albert was 
rough. In his first venture as a 
federal candidate in 1925 he was 
defeated by Mr. McDonald, and 
the following year he lost tO
Mr. Diefenbaker left federal poli 
tics for the provincial field, and 
rose to become provincial leader 
of the Progressive Conservative 
party from 1937' to 1940.
In 1940, Mr. Diefenbaker had 
his first federal success when he 
was elected In Lake Centre. He 
held that scat until 1953, when he 
switched to Prince Albert.
Before the 1952 redistribution 
the Lake Centre riding covered 
an area of south-central Saskat 
chewan from just north of Re 
gina northward to Watrous. For 
the 1953 election Lake Centre was 
absorbed in the larger riding of 
Moose Jaw, and Mr. Diefenbaker 
was offered several other ridings 
as a candidate, choosing to run 
Kin Prince Albert, considerably 
north of his former scat.
Ottawa Chairs Make 
Political, O ffice H istory
In Lake Centre, Mr. Diefen­
baker increased his majorities 
from 280 to 3,500 by 1949. He re­
peated the performance in Prince 
Albert, turning a 9,000-vote Con­
servative deficit in the 1949 elec­
tion into a m ^ority of 3,000 in 
1953. ^
He tripled that majority to 
more than 9,000 in the election 
last March 1. a majority nearly 
as large as the actual votes he 
received in 1957, when he be­
came prime minister.
Mr. Diefenbaker, well - known 
here through his affable “main- 
streeting” — jaunts along the 
t o w n’s principal thoroughfare 
when he stops for chats with 
many citizens — maintains his 
home in Prince Albert and is ac­
cepted by his neighbors as a 
local prduct.
OTTAWA (CP) -  Chairs last a
Ontario Farmers Try 
Work-For-Hire System
By FRED CHAFE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
TORONTO (CP) — A ’’work for 
hire” system born of the rising 
cost of farming is malyng head 
way on the Ontario agricultural 
scene.
Some call it contract farming. 
Whatever the term, it ties the 
participating farmer in varying 
degrees to a bigger business or­
ganization because he finds it 
impossible or undesirable to op­
erate strictly on his own finan­
cial resource.^.
The contract system started in 
the poultry business but has be­
come prominent in hog farming, 
where it appears to have been 
developed largely by rural feed 
dealers.
Norman Drimmie, a dealer at 
Elora. 10 miles northwest of 
Guelph, says it is particularly 
helpful to young farmers just 
getting started and short on cash 
“It’s worked fine” for him and 
his customers.
Under a typical contract, Mr. 
Drinimie supplies both young 
pigs and feed to the farmer who 
then feeds and houses them un­
til they are ready for market, a 
period of perhaps four or 
months.
The farmer recieves $5.50 a pig 
if the market price remains 
steady, with a guaranteed mini­
mum o f '$3. His fee is cut by 50 
cents for each $2 drop in market 
prices, dpwQ. to a , total drop of 
$10. The dealer retains ownership 
of the animals throughout and 
gets profit by marketing the 
hogs.
“Last summer a farmer made 
$1,033.50 on this plan for feeding 
250 hogs,” Mr. Drimie said.
“We also organized his building 
and feeding equipment for him 
to the point where he got down
'to  about an hour's work a day 
for the 250.”
He estimated a farmer should 
have at least 250 hog.s-an invest­
ment of possibly $4,000-to gain 
the full benefits of streamlined 
feeding methods.
The average prabably runs con 
siderably less, although one On 
tario farmer is regularly feeding
750 to 1,000 animals on contract 




Very close in on south side, three 
bedrooms, living room with fire­
place, dining room, large kitchen 
with 220 wiring. Part basement 
has cooler and furnace. Nicely 
landscaped lot has large garage 
and workshop. Full price $10,000 
with terms.
We stiil have a few NHA ap­
proved building lots on Blue Bird 
Bay Water System.
WANTED TO BUY — Concrete 
block making machine. Write M. 
D. Contracting & Co., RR No. 1, 
Kamloops, or phone 2121-L-4.
214
WARDROBE TRUNK — OVER­
SIZE. Hanging space must be 




Radios, Televisions, Elccvric 




149 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405 
Fri.-Sat.-tf
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
tf
HOME REPAIRS AND 
, ,  ALTERATIONS 
Specialising In Asbestos 
Asphalt and Insulating Siding




FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC Range 
40” — Perfect condition, reason­
able price. Phone 3036. 213
ANTIQUE PAISLEY SHAWL — 
3 yds. long x 2. Best quality, 
Price $200.00. Phono 8904. 213
HYACINTH BLUE, STRAPLESS 
formal, size 12, like new. Phone 
8666, 216
GOOD USED VACUUM CLEAN­
ER — Runs like new $20.00 com­
plete. Phone 2842 noon or eve­
nings, 216
SCRAP STEEL AND METALS 
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel & 
Metals, 6136 Willingdon, Burnaby 






Taken by our photographer. It is 
easy to got souvenir photos of the 
time you were in the news. Send 
them to your friends or put them 
in your album. ,
Large Glos.sy G'-i x 8*4 
Only $1.00 
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 
Order at the Business Office
The Daily Courier
■ tf
OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS 
connected with famous world­
wide company. En.sy work $5.00 
hourly profit, $1,000,00 full price. 
Write to Box 991, RR No. 1. 
Penticton, B.C, , 216
Gardening and Nursery
ROTOTILLINO AND PLOUGIL 
Ing done. Phono 3104. tf
Position Wanted
. * ,
WIE DO ANY KIND OF CEMEhTr 
and CARPENTER WORK. Phono 
2028 aftoir 8 p.m. J . Wanne^^
lO R  CARPENTRY WORK 
cabinets or finishing, sash and 
Phone 8447. 224
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
& Service — Pcachland, B.C. 
Phono PcacHland 687. 219
Help Wanted
PACKINGHOUSE TOR EM AN 
AppUcntlons, Btating experience 
and salary ex|»ectcdj 'should bo 
mnilwl to Tbo Wlnoka Co-Opera 
li\>c Exchange, Okanagan Centre 
ILC. /: __
WANTED. CAPiADLE HOUSE 
KEEPER. Good wUh children. 
Live In or out Phone 2746 or 7573
' evenings; '.' .f ^
OPENINGS TOR Ulcil sdlOOL 
gradii.’Ktes vifltli Junior or Senior 
tnatrleulotlon. desiring to Ictmi 
a pKrfesaion. Apply nulherford, 
RazcU Co., Chnrtcre<I Accounl- 
ant5, 0-286 Bernard Ave,, Kel- 
awno, B.C*
Trailers
TRANS-CANADA RENT A Trail­
er System. Tom's Ellis St. Royal 
ite Service. Phone 5.'»02. 217
Building Materials
ESMOND LUMBER CO„ LTD., 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors. 
Enquiries solicited. Phone or 
wire orders collect, .3600 E. 




If you’re planning to fence your 
property see us first for materials 
and plans.
All sizes' and lengths of Cedar, 
Spruce, Fir or Pine for Picket, 
Basket Weave, Ranch Style or a 
fence of yqiir own design. Gal­
vanised nails, wood preservative 
and stains obtainable at 
WM. IIAUG 4  SON 
1335 Wotcr St. Phono 2066
M. W, F. tf
RATES
Standard Type
No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
1 insertion per word 3f
3 consecutive
Insertions ....... . per word 2^4
6 consecutive Insertions 
or more ............  per word 24
Classlfled Display
One Insertion ______„..$1.12 Inch
3 consecutive
insertions ... ............ . 1.05 Inch
} consecutive insertions
or more .............. ..... .93 Inch
Classlfled Carda 
i count lines dally ...$ 9.00 month 
Dally for 6 months . .  (I.SO month 
Each additional line > 2.00 month 
One Inch dally 17.00 month
One Inch




Drimmie has dealt with farmers 
handling as few as 15 or 20.
No estimate is available of the 
number of participating farmers 
across the province. Mr. Drim­
mie said that in his area the 
number varies from time to time 
since some farmers are inclined 
to try to manage things alone if 
the market prospects are good 
The idea of producing under 
contract is not new. Processors 
of field crops such as sugar beets 
and canning vegetables have had 
arrangements for years whereby 
they undertake to buy the output 
from an agreed acreage of farm 
land.
DIFFERENT SLANT
Hog contracts have developed 
in a different direction to bring 
in the farm supplier as well. In 
the case where animals are 
merely fed and housed for a 
dealer at a set rate, the farnier 
does not handle the marketing 
and gets no profit other than his 
fee.
In the poultey business, con- 
tVact developmehf has gone 'about 
as far as it can go. Here there Is 
a three-way deal between a feed 
dealer, a processor and a farmer.
The processor offers a guaran­
teed market price to the dealer, 
who then supplies feed to the 
farmer and is paid by the pro­
cessor when th’e broilers are mar­
keted.
long time in Ottawa and become 
historic just by being sat on.
Take the old swivel - and - tilt 
chair in Prime Minister Diefcm 
baker’s study at his tesldence, 24 
Sussex Street. It has accot^mo- 
dated every Conservative pHmc 
minister, except one, since Con­
federation. ,
The big black leather - and- 
mabogany chair first belonged to 
Sir John A. Macdonald. Canada's 
first prime minister. From him 
it went to Sir John Abbott, Sir 
John Thompson. Sir Mackenzie 
Bowell and Sir Charles Tupper.
It was in the prime minister’s 
East Block .suite on Parliament 
Hill when Sir Wilfrid Laurier 
came into office May 1, 1896.
Sir Wilfrid and his Postmaster- 
General Sir William Mulock, as 
Liberals, decided the chair must 
be held in trust for the next Con­
servative prime minister.
Nine years later when Sir Wil­
liam went to Toronto and the 
bench of the High Court of On­
tario, he took the chair with him. 
In 1911, he handed it over to law 
student George A. Kingston, who 
forwarded it to Ottawa that year 
to be used by Sir Robert Borden.
Mr. Kingston was custodian of 
the chair through the Conserva­
tive reigns of Sir Robert and Rt. 
Hon. Arthur Meighen.
NOT USED BY BENNETT
R. B. Bennett was the only Con­
servative , prime minister who 
didn’t use the chtir.
He said he never received a 
telegram sent by Mr. Kingston 
saying the chair was available
1930.
to another Conservative prime
minister, John G., Diefenbaker, 
John F. MacNdll, Senate law 
clerk, says there is another his­
toric chair in Ottawa an(| her sits 
on this one. .  ̂ ’
Mr. MacNeill has in his office 
91-year-old leather-upholstered 
chair sat on for the first 65 y^ar^ 
of its life by Canada's ministers 




Postmaster - General Williant 
Hamilton arrived here Thursday 
night from Geneva to study mod­
ern developments In mall hand­
ling.
The chair, its custody be- 
q u e a t h e d  to Mr. Kingston’s 
daughter, Mrs. Walter Evans of 
Waterloo. Ont., remained in stor­
age 28 years before it was sent
OKANAGAN 
TRADING POST
We Buy Anything 




Produces W eird Ones
16th ANNIVERSARY SALE 




HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Found: 
The man behind such wildly titled 
movies as I Wa.'s a Teen - Age 
Werewolf and 1 Married a Mon­
ster From Outer Space.
And strangely enough he is an 
articulate, serious-minded movie 
maker and bearer of a famous 
name—Gene Fowler Jr.
Young Fowler is fast - moving 
■he directs his movies in less 
than two weeks. But I caught up 
with him on the Monster epic 
and demanded an explanation of 
his creative efforts.
"I am making movies for the 
audience that goes to the thea­
tres nowadays — the teen-agers,” 
he explained. “ It’s as simple as 
that.
“For some reason, they like hor- 
or pictures. I saw one which I 
thought was gosh-nwful; no adult 
In his right mind would be caught 
dead watching it. But my 17-ycnr- 
old daughter saw the same pic 
turc and thought it was marvel­
lous,
POSSIBLE REASONS
"Maybe they like these pictures 
because ■ it gives n boy and his 
date an excuse to snuggle up in 
the theatre. Mnybb they like the 
emotional release of screaming 
when they’re scared. Perhaps it’s 
an exlcnsilon of the fairy talc to
them, or perhaps they view space 
as their frontier. TTiat is their 
frontier, now that the west has 
gone.
“Whatever the.reason, I try to 
do right by them, as far as the 
budget allows. I mean I try not to 
insult their intelligence. Once the 
science fiction premise is estab­
lished, ' I ' try to keep everything 
else logical and reasonable. The 
monster doesn’t get out of a tight 
spot by whipping out an invisible- 
ray gun.”
Fowler fell into this field some­
what by accident. For almost 20 
years he was a cutter, often 
working with the suspense genius 
Fritz Lang, A year ago . he got 
the offer to 'direct I Was a Teen 
Ago Werewolf.
He turned it out in a fast eight 
days for $82,000. ’’The picture is 
expectfd to m a k e  $1,!)00,000, 
which makes it a better invest­
ment than Gone With the Wind,” 
he said.
He's dreaming up another sub­
ject that should be a dilly. He 
calls it The Day the Adults Died 
and it concerns n time when all 
those over 21 perish on earth, 
The youngster,s take over the awC' 
.some tn.sk of running the wqrld- 





One owner, low mileage V-8.
Good rubber, very dean, full priccM '^'' 
1953 FORD RANCH WAGON 
Very attractive style, S Q 5
good rubber ................. - ..............
T 954  BELAIRE CHEV SEDAN
Custom radio, seat covers, ^  1 CQII 
fully equipped, full price — .4 ' • J
WRECKING
1953 Pontiac, 1952 Pontiac, 1918 
Pontiac (8 cyl.), 1950 Chevrolet, 
lOp Chevrolet. 19.31 Foid, 19.30 
Meteor. 1949 Meteor, 1947 Mer- 
cur.v (118). Gem ,Aulo Service, 
Reid’s Corner. Dial 3812. 214
MDTORS
1953 Pontiac $85.00, m 2 Pontine 
(3t000 on rebuilt) $100.00, 1951 
Ford-Meteor 1100,00." Gem Atito 
Service, Rcid’a Corner, Dial 3812.
214
41BED 'nRF;H
We' have n go<Kl sdecUon of 
Msed ilres, 600x16, 670x15. 710x1.3. 
Gent Auto Service, R dd’i  Corn 
er, l)i» U 8l2.
Fuel And Wood
nUSH^OOD AND SLABS FOR 
Sale. Phone Ivan Splctzcr at 6.367.
! 218
Equipment Rentals
FLOOR SANDING MACIHNES 
and Pollsbcrs. Now available for 
rent In Kelowoaj B and B Pnint 
Spv>t Ltd. For dctajla phono 3036, 
130-M-W-F
SILVER ISLAND
A silver Inine found lit 1870 oh 
Silver Islet In I.akc Superior 
dose to Port Arthur, yielded $3,'
214000,000 in IS yearn.
EMElItGENClr 




__  Dial 3300
...... Dial 4(H)0
Dial 119




If onable to contact * doctor 
Hal 872S
ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahern
DRUG STOBEa OPEN 
Snndaya, Holidays sod.
Wedneada]^
' S pjm. to 6:$6 p.in.
08OYOOS. CUSTOMII iioim* 
Canadian and American 
Ciictomi 
24-hour poivtem.





$0)1 IS VERY POOR,'., 







THE OLP EARTH 
ABOUT 4 FEET PEEP 
W EACH aOWER 
BEP, THEN FILL “EJA 
IN V ^  NEWKjCH 
S0lL!...iaL TAKE 









CHEAPER .  







family car ........    4 * 0 '^
1951 BUICK COUPE 
An "As Is” special, Needs some mcdianlcnl 
work but is 4*9 KkH
basically sound. Only 4*0J V
1954 FORD FAMILY SEDAN
Vin.yl upholstery. Black and ttL lO O ^
white two-tone. O nly................4* ■ *  '  J
08. SEDAN
’ ’ •̂5 CHEVRoify
scat cove .
%Kt,
■ n m m
ViaORY MOTORS
IID.
Open Until 9;Q0 p.m.
PENDOZI AT LEONHONE 3207
‘v ■ ^
POLITICS RAISES LATIN TEMPERS
I t 'i  evident that Italian wom­
en take their politics seriously 
■nd none more than the Nea­
politans. The woman with the 
Italian flag draped across her 
breast is cheering for Achille 
Laudo. ex-mayor of Naples, at
a rally of his Popular Monarch­
ist party. He stepped down from 
his post under charges of ir­
regularities in his administra­
tion and is now running for the 
senate.
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HEALTH COLUMN
Umbilical Colic Caused 
By Nervous Anticipation
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER 
(Top Record-Holder in Masters' 
Individual Championship Play) 
t QUIZ
You are South, both sides vul­
nerable. The bidding has been:
North East South West 
I f  T
I What do you Ud now with each 
of the following four hands?
1. AAQJ8 V06 4KQJ72 4J9 
2.4ECJ4 fKJ83 4AJ642 +7
8. 4KQ92 9 -----9AJ94 *KJ853
14. fAJS 9KJ7 fKQJ« 4Q82
1. Two diamonds. The only 
question is whether it is better 
to respond with one spade or two 
diannonds. There is no reason to 
vary from the basic principle of 
bidding the longer suit first. The 
intention is to show the spade 
suit at the next opportunity, so 
that partner may be able to rec* 
ognize the secondary spade bid as 
showing a four-card suit.
If the spades were named im­
mediately over the heart bid, and 
the diamonds were later shown. 
North would have no way of 
knowing that the diamond suit 
fo n ta in ^  five cards and the spade 
suit only four. In many hands, 
this information may be decisive 
in ■ reaching the best final con­
tract. Correct bidding technique 
requires that an accurate picture 
of the respective length of the 
two suits be drawn so that part­
ner can choose the proper con­
tract.
2. Double. With five probable 
defensive tricks facing an open­
ing bid, the best source of action 
is a business double of one heart. 
The liklihood is that East will be 
defeated two or three tricks- 
500 or 800 points. Since at this 
point there is not even a certain 
ty that North-South can score 
game, and sure profit should be 
grabb^.
3. Two hearts. Indications of a 
slam are very strong. By making 
a cue bid of the opponents’ suit, 
partner is informed at once of 
the slam possibilities. The two 
heart bid shows first-roqnd con­
trol of the overcaller’s suit, either 
in the form of the ace of hearts 
or a void of hearts. Of course, 
the cue bid is never used unless 
the rest of the hand is, very 
strong. Partner' needs only the 
two black aces and the king of 
diamonds to make a slam con­
tract feasible.
4. Three notrump. This is far 
and away the most descriptive 
bid that can be made. In one mo­
tion partner is informed of the 
notrump distribution, the high 
card content of 16 to 18 points 
and the all-around honor strength 
Partner is thus assured that 
game is certain and slam is pos 
sible. Since the opener can now 
tell almost exactly what to expect 
from the responding hand, he is 
in good position to judge whether 
to go on towards a slam or stop 
at a game contract.
By Hermann N. Bn&desen. MD.
Most (kircnts believe that once 
a child reaches the age of three 
or four month-s, he will never be 
bothered by colic again.
While intestinal colic generally 
does not persist beyond this age, 
there are other types of colic 
which can cause trouble at just 
about any age.
MOST COMMON TYPE
Probably the most common is 
umbilical colic. About its only 
similarity to intestinal colic is 
the pain.
It usually occurs in girls be­
tween the ages of five to 12. Ap­
parently it is entirely of nerv­
ous origin. The attacks can oc­
cur at any time of the day, 
usually without any definite in­
dication of- the cause.
Sometimes it may follow mod­
erate excitement; sometimes it 
may occur during a meal while 
the youngster is still at the ta­
ble, Obviously, indigestion or 
swallowing air cannot be the 
source of the trouble since it oc­
curs before the meal is even fin­
ished.
NERVOUS DISORDER
We believe that such cases are 
caused by nervous anticipation. 
In other words, the youngster 
anticipates and fears the pain, 
thus actually causing the pain.
The attacks come on suddenly 
and consist of abdominal pain 
in the region of the umbilicus, 
hence the name, umbilical colic. 
The p'ain can be moderate, but 
usually is rather severe.
USUAL SIGN
Usually it will cause the child 
to cry, possibly turn pale and to 
draw his or her thighs up in an 
effort to relieve the pain. The
YOUR HOROSCOPE
youngster will probably press 
both arms against the abdomen 
in an attempt to ease the symp­
toms.
These attacks may last only a 
few minutes or may continue for 
several hours with frequent res­
pites from the pain. They can 
occur every day or at irregular 
periods, ^m etim es these at­
tacks will continue for months 
or even years.
FIRST ATTACKS 
The first attacks of umbilical 
colic sometimes are mistaken by 
parents for appendicitis. With 
apppendlcitis, however, the pa­
tient usually has fever and vom­
its. 'These symptoms do not ac­
company umbilical colic.
Unfortunately, one of the best 
remedies for these cases is a 
complete change of surround­
ings.
The parents of a youngster 
who has become a victim of um­
bilical colic, naturally, discuss 
the case vpry frequently. Such 
discussions in the presence of 
the child only act to perpetuate 
the condition.
Drugs such as atropine and 
pilocarpine generally are help­
ful.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
T.P.: I have a persistent itch­
ing around the rectum. Every­
thing I have tried has failed 
Have you' any recommendations 
for treatment?
Answer: Usually itching of the 
rectum is relieved by a bland 
diet and the use of soft toile* 
tissue. ’The new antihistamine 
creams are often helpful in the 
treatment of this disorder. If 
these methods do not help, sur­
gery sometimes may clear it up. 
Better see your doctor.
By ESTRELLTTA
FOR TOMORROW
This day’s planetary aspects 
are highly stimulating. Where 
business matters are concerned, 
the stars favor both the com­
pletion of outstanding matters 
and the initiation of new enter­
prises but continue to be cau­
tious where large expenditures 
are concerned.
FOB THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope promises a fine 
outlook for job and monetary 
matters between now and early 
July. But, for the balance of 
1958, you may have to temper 
. your ambitions with reason since
the chances for accomplishment 
will be somewhat negative ft'” 
time. This does not niean that 
you should lie down on the job. 
On the contrary try still harder, 
since achievement next year will 
depend largely on your efforts 
during the next seven months. 
Try to remember that all cycles 
are not highly productive, yet 
each one can be used to lay the 
groundwork for future success.
July and August will be excel­
lent for social and travel activi­
ties, and October will be a good 
month for home interest.
A child born pn this day will 





SYDNEY (Reuters) — Aus­
tralia’s cities are growing up-̂  
wards as a result of the impetus^ 
of a commercial building boom 
that architects have called “the 
coming of the glass age.”
The skylines of Sydney and 
Melbourne t o d a y  are agleani 
with metal and glass and almost 
every city street is ringing to'the 
sound of the demolition hammer 
Sydney has passed the half-way 
mark of a three-year, £ 20,000,000 
building program in which 19 
blocks of offices are being built 
in the inner commercial area. 
REFLECT BOOM 
A similar program is being 
pushed ahead in Melbourne, and 
the office building boom is stim­
ulating the commercial growth 
of other Australian state capi­
tals.
The upward trend has pene 
trated even the most conserva­
tive city areas.
In sedate Collins Street, the 
tree-lined thoroughfare of Mel­
bourne's banks and medical men, 
gleaming masses of metal and 
glass rise over time - mellowed 
rows of stone buildings which 
have changed little in the last 
half-century.
M^iny of the new buildings are 
being built by oil companies 
whose business has spurted as 
the number of cars on Austral­
ian roads increases. Others be­
long to insurance companies.
Many gre new hotels, modern­
ized and expanded to meet the 
demands of a rapidly - growing 
population.
The influence of the building 
boom has spread beyond the city 
centres.
MOVE TO SUBURBS ,
Many manufacturing firms, to 
get away from parking and traf­
fic ..problems around their prem­
ises,. are moving to outlying sub­
urbs where, up to 20 miles from 
the heart of cities, they are build­
ing new plants surrounded by 
landscaped grounds.
But this change in the skyline 
and profile of the cities is seen 
here as more than just a build­
ing boom. Architects and town 
planners believe it is a sign of 
the coming of age of Australian 
cities.
Air-conditioning, central heat­
ing, heat-resistant glass — these 
and many other features of the 









































30. Trim, as 
a tree
40. Gazes




1. Bundle of 
grain
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37, Herd of 
whales
38. Open (ppet.) 
40. Germanium
(.sym.)
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE ~  H en 'a  how to work
' A R Y D L B A A X R
ta 1 .0  N O F E L L O  W
' One letter (Mmnly stands for another In this sample'A la usw 
for the three l /s  X for the two O’a etc Single letters, npostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints Each day the 
code letters are different I
A CRVTOORAM QUOTATION
A V O B R  G M  Q Y R R Z R R G Y M  L b v V  
M Y N  V E H N .  S Z T Z T A 7 . 8 Z X .  D Y K R  E 3 Z  
M Z H Z S  Q E R N - T Y M N C Y T Z S K .  
r’s Cryptoqi
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
6E T/A I LINE, HARRY 
'CHEAre(5 BY THE 
> DOZEAI'-QAIB 









C U P P E R
SPEOAllR/ems
GROUPS 
O N  D U L L  
OAVS"
S H E E P  
SHEARfAlG 
IN SEASew
• Mik wm run
LIVERY STABl-tS^ 
♦ W EEK-END SPECIA L'^
H «MUl IMWn MHMVBR ^
BELIEVE IT OR NOT , By Ripley
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Yesterday a uoto: THERE IS NOTHING TUfe BODY 
SUFFERS THAT THE SOUL MAY NOT PROFIT BY -  MEREDITH.
R^I^PARTOFASIGN 
LEFT STANOINO AFTER THE 
RUSKIN HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOU 
WAS WRECKED BV A TORNADO 
Kansas CttY>sao<
CAniEARCHIn«Ar. CAT6J01HmaiiRE lUTtiCr RonoufV'MY. 
IFTREEBIHIUEe ADfA liAVF'
FAMTACTIC B K 4V Srj»m '
o » m m  m / m
THANK TOO. 












WHEN nr WASATENOER BOD, WITHOUT' 
tr/METHIS RO^VTO(JLDH/WE WOUND ’ 
4  UPWTDggEQSTUNTED-CROgAPtj
WEUA tor op MT PUPILS ARE
likethat- iazt; ignorancor.





3A p^B C T B yilT e!j| N O J « 0 ,N O !  NOT WITH AHAMCm CAN ACCENT! YOO'RS 
SUPPOSED TO BC A B U LC A R IA N .'
■^oww.m
. TTOfASAlH.
L d j i^ ic n g ^ !
IMPOSSIBUl! \  LOOK. MAJOR, \  TOO LATE 10 
UTTERLY MAYBE I'D BETTIR CHANGE,...












fCEE.WISH W E 
COULD MOVE OUR 
I SHACK OUT HERE 
I CLOSE T ' TH’ r  
\CITY DUMP/J
GO O D N ESS,! THINK 
YOU BOYS HAVE A 
NICE PLACE FO R  , 
YOUR SH A C K  NOW/
D
■NT
WBLL,IT»S O.K.,I G U E S S / 
B U T IF WE DID HAVE IT 
O U T HERE BY TH’ DLMR,.
...W E  COULD REFURNISH 
IT SE V E R A L  T IM E S A  
Y E A R .'/
NOW/ WHAT AM 
1 COINS TO  WEAR 
TO  TH E  COSTUME 
BA LL TO N ISH T 7
I  HAVE 
AN IDEA PDR 
VOUl ,
YOU A\AKE A  
GREAT SPACEMAN, 
MICKEY I
A T LEA ST, N
IT 'S  AN 
UNUSUAL 
COSTUME t
ER..MDUI? SLIP  
>1 IS 6HOW1NO.0
0
' ̂ 4̂oli4 kg iUn >iM>m iyeJewa
WKATS UP,
1CURT.PO I YOU KNOW
R 0 4 M « n  \  ^V B O O y WITH K O O S K * ^  THE INITIALS
MIGHT
OE BRAND-BLOTTING 
> \  MV BTBBR6 TO S6U.
AS HIS OWN?
WHAT ABOUT "ARCHB5, 
THAT UTY PIRT 
FARMER OVER TH' 




M ea n w h iib HBYl IP THAT'S A  FARMER'S 
DAUGHTER , I  COULD 
LEARN TO LIKE THIS
COUNTRY! L£T'5 
60 BREAK 
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FOR THE BOY WHp 
HAS N O T H IN ^  '
UNION Will CALL STRIKE, CPR SAYS TRAINS WILL STIU RUN
t  If the Firemen’s union call a 
~ strike on the Canadian Pacific 
I  railways, company president 
\  N. R. Crump says the trains
- will still run. Union leaders,
^ however, predicts the railway
; Australians 
! Ponder Asian 
; Immigration
-  SYDNEY (AP) — Australians 
‘are talking atx)ut letting a quota 
«of Asians Into this vast uhder- 
'populated country—but action in 
^the near future seems doubtful.
« Australia, with a population of 
p e a rly  10,000,000, has about 190 
lacres for every person. While the 
kland is not all as rich as that 
“part of Asia which nourishes mil- 
.Llions, Just a b o u t  everybody
agrees that this country could
yards will look like the Win­
nipeg station, left, with all 
trains immobilized. Top level 
discussions are currently under­
way to avert the threatened 
walkout scheduled for Sunday. 
(See story page one).
Steps Taken To Organize Fire 
Protection Area  ̂A t W infield
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
. Phone your carrier first 
Then if your Courier is not 




And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
support at least three times its 
present population. I
Even the staunchest advocates 
of a quota of Asians do not sug­
gest that people from India, Indo­
nesia, Malaya, China and Japan 
should be brought here in large 
numbers. They are thinking in 
terms of • hundreds—a token to 
show Asians that Australia docs 
not consider them inferior.
The bulk of public opinion here 
seems against any relaxation of 
the traditional white Australia 
policy.
PARTIES OPPOSE IT
Both major political parties. 
Liberal and Labor, officially op­
pose Asian migration of any kind.
The Labor party has gone on 
record as believing a. quota sys­
tem would be more offensive then 
exclusion. Prime Minister Robert 
G. Menzies (Liberal) recently 
said;
‘T have had experience with 
this word token, and I feel a 
token quota would grow.” 
Menzies added that his opposi­
tion to an Asian migrant quota 
does not mean he bellbves Aus­
tralians are superior.
“We are different, but defi­
nitely not superior,” he said.
Sir Ian Clunies-Ross,. a scien­
tist familiar with India and Paki 
Stan, has urged Australia to ad­
mit a token quota. He said 
Indians and Pakistanis ‘‘felt that 
a total barrier against anyone 
with a colored skin is a slur on 
them—a personal and national 
slur.”
Most newspapers express edi­
torial opposition to admission of 
Asians as migrants, but the Mel­
bourne Herald said:
“The question of whether a 
quota would now be a wise invest­
ment in goodwill and understand­
ing merits frank and unheated 
discussion.”
WINFIELD — Steps are being 
teken to form a fire protection 
district in this rapidly-growing 
community.
A petition is presently being 
circulated, and if two-thirds of the 
residents sign, formal application 
wll be made to the provincial 
government for the setting up of 
a fire protection area.
Cost of a fire engine suitable 
for toe needs of the community 
WES estimated at $15,000 and the 
hall, $5,000. This, it was stated, 
would mean an increase of two 
mills in taxes, or $2.00 per $1,000 
property asessment. But the in­
crease would be offset by a re­
duction in fire insurance rates.
Around 79 people attended the 
meeting. At the outset. Farmers’ 
Institute vice-chairman Ralph 
Berry, said his organization had 
been working along fire protec­
tion lines since early 1956, and 
that in June of that year, the 
Winfield Volunteer Fire Brigade 
was formed. It was in Jan. 1957 
that a committee comprising 
Jack Green, Nels Arnold, Pete 
Rodall and John A. Green was
NATIVE TREES
Thirty-one of the more than 
150 tree species v in Canada are 
conifers, generally called soft 
woods.
1
P A R A M O U K T
BUY BOOK TICKETS AND SAVE — PHONE 3111
Now Showing —  Twice N ightly —  7:00 and 9:05 p.m.
The most W O N D E R FU L Entertainment 
that ever captivated your heartl
set up to look Into toe feasibility 
of formng Winfeld into a fire pro­
tection district.
SO YEAR LOAN
Jack Green read the report 
from toe fire protection, commit­
tee. He outlined the proposed 
area to be included (in the 
scheme, and referred to toe type 
of fire engine the committee 
recommend^ purchasing. 'Ibis 
would cost $15,000, and a fire hall 
$5,000.
The money, toe report con­
tinued, could be borrowed from 
the provincial government if a 
fire area is formed. An annual 
income of $2,400 would be needed 
to meet the indebtedness. The 
loan would be paid back over a 
20-year period. Final decision as 
to the proposed area and equip­
ment would rest with a board of 
trustees which would be elected 
by the district if a fire protection 
area was formed, he said.
Also present at the meeting was 
Harley Treleven, of the Silver 
Line Fire Equipment Company 
cf Vancouver: R. G. Harris, of 
the Water Rights Branch; Bob
White .president of the Rutland 
Fire Society, and George Nortoan 
of toe B.C. Mutual Fruit Growers’ 
Insurance Company.
A‘ lively question period fol­
lowed. Mr. Treleven showed 
slides of the ’different fire en­
gines and pointed to toe one the 
committee had recommended for 
Winfield.
Mr, Harris explained toe pro­
cedure of becoming a lire protec­
tion district. The next step is to 
circulate a petition which must 
be signed by every taxpayer, 
then it will be forwarded to Vic­
toria and a fire protection area 
v̂’ould be formed if two-thirds of 
the taxpayers are in favor of 
the scheme.
Bob White, of Rutland and 
Derek Eyles of Oyama fire bri­
gades, outlined what had been 
done in their respective areas re­
garding fire protection. Both dis­
tricts had tried to make a go of 
it under other schemes, but were 
now well along in their plans to 
lorm fire protection areas, he 
said.
Mr. Nortoan stated that if a
THE DAILY COURIEl fA
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fire protection district is formed, 
and if the recommended equip­
ment is purchased, his company 
would give a 25 per cent r ^ u o  
tion in insurance rates.
When a vote was taken, there 
was only one person who opposed 
the plan. It was agreed toe 
Farmers’ Institute committee 
carry on with circulating the 
petition. Prompt action was 
promised.
Before the meclng adjourned. 
John McCoubrey was appointed 
returning officer to oversee the 
election of a board of trustees In 





(Continued from Page 1)
the court the^injunction is being 
sought on the grounds that the 
compan:^ is trying to put into ef­
fect new rules before the existing 
contract with the union expires 
May 31.
DISCUSS BACKGROUND
Mr. Ahern replied that the 
company is opposing the injunc­
tion on the grounds that it has 
followed all the proceedings set 
out in the Industrial Relations 
and Disputes Investigations act.
Counsel spent much of the time 
dealing with the background of 
the dispute.
At noon Mr. Justice Scott called 
a 15-minute recess and asked the 
lawyers to get together and de­
cide the points on which they are 
agreed and the points on which 
they wish to argue.
The small c o u r t r o o m  was 
jammed for the hearing.
Mr. Crump and Mr. Gamble sat 
on opposite sides of the courtroom 
staring straight ahead.
HALT SOUGHT
OTTAWA (CP) —The Canadian 
Labor Congress said today the 
firemen’s union is prepared to do 
everything possible to avert a 
strike on the CPR scheduled for 
Sunday morning,
CLC President Claude Jodoin
unless all Issues were referred 
to the board for a binding set­
tlement.
He also wished to withdraw 
.•'ll guarantees offered displaced 
firemen should the board find 
against the employees.”
Dealing With Thursday after­
noon’s meeting between the CLC 
committee, Mr. Crump and cab­
inet ministers, the congress state­
ment confirmed Mr. Crump’s dis­
closure of Thursday that the 
union had stated it was prepared 
to agree in principle that no 
more diesel firemen be hired for 
freight and yard service.
Negotiations would be con­
ducted immediately concerning 
the contract rules necessary to 
implement the new procedures,” 
Mr. Jodoin said.
one.
Mr. Tisdall was referring to 
the case of Mrs. Bea Zucco, who 
recently was awarded $16,650 by 
the board together with other 
benefits when an autopsy proved 
her husband had suffered silico­
sis. a disease for which compen­
sation is payable. The board had 
denied Mr. Zucco a pension.
The legislature member said 
Mr. Eades, who is “a sincere, 
upright and intelligent man’ 
should give consideration to his 
position “and do what his con­
science tells him to do."
Supplied by
Okanagan Investments Ltd.
280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
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‘ OILS AND GAS
Bid Asked
B.A. Oil 38% 38%
Cdn. Delhi 6»/4 6%
Cdn Husky 13 131/4
Cdn Oil 25% 26
Home Oil “A” 18% 18%
Home Oil “B” 18% I8V4
Imp Oil 42% 42%
Inland Gas 6% 6%
MUTUAL FUNDS,
a ia Asked
All Cdn Comp 6.25 6.79
All Cdn Div. 5.35 5.62
Cdn Invest Fund 8.20 9.00
Divers “B” 3.10 3.40
Grouped Income 3.35 3.60
Gr. Inc Accum 4.42 4.85
Investors’ Mut. 9.65 10.43
Trans-Canada “B” 24.50 —
Trans-Canada “C” 5.05 5.45
McColl-Frontenac 52% 53V4
Pacific Pete 18% 18%
MINES
Bid Asked
Cons Denison 14% 14%
Gunnar 16% 16%




Alta Gas 15% 15%
Inter Pipe 43% . 43%
North Ont. Gas 12% 12%
Trans Can Pipe 27>/4 28
Trans Mtn. 55% ■55%
Quh'-Nat. 24 24%
( Westcoast V.T, 22% 231/4
> BONDS
Bid Asked
B.A. Oil 5%-77 101 102
B.C. Elec 5%-77 100% 101




1 ex wts 6-77 98 99%




gress this week advanced three 
proposals on behalf of the fire 
men, one of which was side­
tracked by Prime Minister Dief- 
enbaker and the other two re­
jected by the company. z'
Mr. Jodoin -said that Wednes­
day at a meeting with the prime 
minister a congress committee 
suggested a moratorium on 
strike action imtil May 31. In 
the meantime, negotiations would 
be undertaken in an effort to set 
tie the three matters imder dis' 
pute.
“The prime minister declined 
to convey this proposal to the 
railway on the ground that it 
might not achieve fnality,” Mr. 
Jodoin said.
“ Because of this position on the 
part of the prime minister, a 
second proposal was advanced at 
the same meeting,” the CLC 
head said.
He said it was Suggested that 
the CPR proposal gradually to 
eliminate firemen on freight and 
yard diesels be referred to the 
board of transport commission­
ers as the body competent and 
responsible for questions of rail­
way safety.
"The proposal included a pro­
vision that a specified period of 
time be established for the board 
to deal with this matter and that 
its finding be binding on both 
parties,” he said.
"It was suggested that the 
other issues . . . be settled by 
negotiation.
REFER TO BOARD
"The prime minister conveyed 
this proposal to N. R. Crump, 
president of the CPR, presum­
ably on Thursday morning. Mr. 




VICTORIA (CP)—John Tisdall, 
Social Credit member of the B.C. 
legislature for suburban Saanich, 
has called for the resignation of 
J. Edwin Eades, chairman of the 
B.C. Workmen’s Compensation 
Board.
Mr. Tisdall told a meeting of 
Saanich Social Credit Association 
Mr. Eades has taken a narrowly 
legal and technical view of com­
pensation claims. He said it 
would be better to allow a fraudu­
lent claim than to deny an honest
Lengthy C ivil 
Case Prolongs 
Assize S ittin g
Spring assize sitting of the 
B.C. Supreme Court will require 
more than the two weeks first 
indicated.
Largely responsible for pro­
longing the assizes well into next 
week is the length of a civil ac­
tion involving a claim for dam­
ages by R. W. Ross, Okanagan 
Mission, against D. J . Lang, Kel­
owna.
This case already has run three 
days, including a night sitting 
Wednesday. R. M. Hayman is 
counsel for the plaintiff, while 
A. D. C. Washington, Penticton, 
is the solicitor acting for the de­
fendant.




If your problem is what to get 
for Mum next Sunday, here’s 
a hint, all mothers, young or 
old, will always get a kick 
from a gift of cosmetics. Such 
as:—
MIGUET DES BOIS 
FRAGRANCES by COTY 
PERFUME 
DUSTING POWDER 





dian Council" of Professional En­
gineers Thursday passed a resol­
ution calling on Canadian com­
panies and public bodies to use 
Canadian engineers in preference 
to U.S. personnel.
A spokesman for the council 
said later that U.S. companies 
often send junior engineers to run 
Canadian projects. He said the 
use of a U.S. engineer often re­
sults in preference being given to 
U.S. materials, because these are
more familiar to the engineer
Yhe council also recommended 
amalgamation with the Engineer­
ing Institute of Canada. The 
matter will be put to the 11 prp- 
vincial and territorial engineer­
ing associations.
Professor W. 0. Richmond of 
the University of B. C. was 
elected president. D. O.Turnbull 
of Saint John, N.B., was elected 
vice-president and N. S. Bubbis of 
Winnipeg was elected to the ex 
ecutive of the council.
HERE’S THE PLACE TO 
BRING CAR TROUBLES
Ignition, carburetor, trans­
mission or what-car-troublc- 
have-you? Rcgardle^ of the 
ailment, we’ve got the sure 
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Loughney of Toronto, agreed 
Canadian oil producers were con­
fronted with n serious problem 
in marketing their oil, Ho said it 
was in the national Interest for 
any country to develop Its own 
natural resources.
Asked whore western crude 
wonld find on outIct“ if it didn't 
go to Montreal,” he replied that 
every effort shodld bo* made by 
refiners In areas'served by ex- 
l.sting pipeline fncIHlics—presum­
ably Western, Ontario—tp utilize 
Canadian oil.
The cpmpany, in . Its brief to 
the commission, nlso rccom 
mended that the federal govern 
ment approach the United States 
government a t the highest level 
to get a reciprocal agreement 
permitting the unrc.ntrlctcd flow 
of oil and natural gas between 
the two countrlest
It apld there nro promising 
pro8v«:ct.s of expanding Canadian 
domestic demand outside Que­
bec nnd of enlarging exports to 
the U.S, witoln the Jaext few 
yedra,
SEE PRODUCTION RISE
The brief predicted n 23*per. 
cent Increase In crude oil produc. 
lion by nest year to, meet in. 
crcBsed domcatic demand. Pro­
duction for both export and do­
mestic markets , would exceed
549.000 barrels a day by 19.59 and
580.000 by 1960 compared with an 
estimated 466,000 this year.
By 1967, B-A anticipated' pro­
duction would reach 908,000 bar­
rels dally—an increase of 95 per 
cent over the expected 1958 level 
—and with ropid development of 
the II.S. west ebast and St. Paul- 
Minncnpolis refining areas could 
surpass 1,218,000 barrels.
A $201,000,000 pipeline to Mont 
ryal would be too costly In cor­
recting what the company called
temporary lull In production. 
Import quotas or tariffs would 
result lln higher consumer'prices. 
The entire project may prove 
uneconomic since the Montreal 
area was not expected to extend 
Its refining capacity beyond 261,- 
000 barrels n day In 1067 com­
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B O Y D
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Friday and , Saturday 
May 9 and 10
"DOCTOR AT 
LARGE"
Special Comedy Drama 
in Color y  
Dirk Borgarde 
Muriel PbvIow y
-^COM ING —  
Monday and Tuesday 













Barr &  Anderson 
Now Is Exclusive Dealer
Therm-0 -Mafic  ®“ »''
ByAAOFFAT





Ar A Fully Automatic Custom Range
At Automatic surface cooking with 2 in 1 Thermo- 
0-Guard burner
Ar Autoniatic roasting with roast meter and buzzer.
Ar Automatic oven cooking with Simplimatic dock 
control
Ar Fluorescent Pnpcl Lighting 
At Electric minute minder 
Ar Lighted window oven—24“ wide
*)
Z4CJ
$ 3 8 9 9 5
GENEROUS TRADE-INS
BARR & ANDERSON
(INTERIOR) lt d .
The Business th a t  p u a l i t y  a n d  Service B u ilt 
594 BERNARD AVE. I PHONE 3039
